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"EXAMPLES OF CERTAIN DATA REDUCTION AND
MAPPING PROCEDURES UTILIZING TIROS III
FIVE-CHANNEL RADIOMETER DATA"*

LEWIS J. ALLISON AND GUENTER WARNECKEt

Selected examples of current data reduction and mapping procedures are discussed for _he
purpose of demonstrating their utility as well as their limitations.

INTRODUCTION The 5-channel radiometer employs a chopper

In order to analyze and accurately interpret the that causes each sensor to view alternately and at
TIROS radiation data, certain data reduction and a rapid rate, in two directions 180 degrees apart.

mapping processes are described which should be At least one direction always views outer space

of interest to the researcher and meteorologist which serves as a zero radiation reference. The

alike, response from each channel is proportional to the
A brief description of the 5-channel scanning difference in the irradiation of the sensor bolom-

radiometer is included for the benefit of the reader eter from the two directions. When both optics

who may be unfamiliar with the TIROS radiation view outer space, the resultant signal is designated

experiment, as the "space viewed level". The bi-directional

1. THE FIVE CHANNEL SCANNING RADIOMETER axes of the channelsare parallelto one another
and inclinedto the spin axis by 45 degrees

The TIROS IIIscanningradiometerconsistsof (FigureI).:
a five-channelinstrument. The fivechannelsare

sensitive in the following spectral regions: _ /

Channel Spectral
Region

1 6.0 to 6.5, radiation within the vz

funde.mental water vapor _ .,_banal)

2 8 to 12_ (radiation emitted in the __
atmospheric "window")

3 0.2to6_ (totalreflectedsolarradia-
tion(albedo))

4 8 to 30_ (total infrared radiation of
the earth-atmosphere

5 0.55 to 0.75_ (reflccted solar radiation
within the visible part of
the spectrum)

*Publi.hed ae Goddard ,S_e Flioht Center Document X-@51--@4-185,

April 1964.
_Goddard Space Flight Center: on leave from _he Institut |Qr

MeteoroloRie und Geophysik der Fmlen Univemitat Berlin, Berlin.

Germany im National Academy of Sciences - National Research Coun oil

Research Associate with the National Aeronautics and Space FmURE 1.--Positi,m of the Tiros Radiometer within the
Adminiatration. satellite.
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2. REMARKSON THE DATA REDUCTIONAND degradation for Channel 2 was determined to be
MAPPING PROCEDURES symmetrical, i.e., independent of the side (wall

2.1 EquivalentBlackbody Temperature or floor aperture) of the satellite. The nomogram
(Figure 3) may be used with some degree of con-

The calibration of the infrared channels is in

terms of equivalent temperatures, TBB, of a

blackbody target filling the 5° field of view, -'- ] ,. I t .... _- __
whereas the calibration of the solar channels is in ----_".... '-_'._".... --- -.-_._"_-_-

terms of that portion of radiant emittance from ____

, a target filling the field of view to which the
channel responds through its filters and other

°ptical elements'_ _ i --J_--____-_-_

- "_ _----[7_<_.._ " _.---"q -_-.--_---f-----i-
° >" f i ,,

320 _--/7_i_//__ f I I ! _

, ; ,
200 00414 ll_'T_,, _,I,,, ,I ...... iJi,,,[ _........ • ............. l ................... a ,[::"

] 24o

_o_ FIco,,,"_ ,'-: empirically-developed correction nomo-gram ,or instrumental degradation of Channel 2,

,8o ......... Tiros III.! ,_ ? ,4 s ,6 ,Ta., ._ . ,.2_ ....
. _ o ,__. m..ag_._,_,_,_x-_-r_

0 20 40 00 I_0 I0_ I_0 140 IO0 I00 _)00_I_0240[1110_I0300_I0_140_

................... - fidence up through orbit 875. Beyond this
[ffectlve Rodiont (mittonce W (w/m l)

subjectively determined limiting orbit, the eor-
Ftc, un_ 2.--The effective radiant emittance of the thermal reetion nomog,'am beco_,_es correspondingly un-

channels of the Tiros III radiometer versw equivalent certain. A more detailed discussion of the

blackbody temperature, factors effecting the response of the scanning
radiometer may be found in Reference 5.

The family of curves of equivalent blackbody
temperatures vs effective radiant emittance for 2._ The Radiation Data ProcessingProcedure
TIROS III (Figure 2), were obtained by inte-
grating the Planck function over the spectral The medium resolution radiometer data that
response curves for Channels 1, 2 and 4. _,a The are recorded at the read-out station are demulti-
estimated relative accuracy of equivalent black- plexed, demodulated and fed to an analog-to-

body temperature for (_hannels 1, 2 and 4 is digital converter at the Goddard Space Flight
±2°K, while the estimated absolute accuracy is Center. _ This converter produces a magnetic
±4 ° to ±8°K, up to orbits 118, 875 and 130 "Radiation Data Tape" made up of 36 bit words
respectively, after which degradation of the in- suitable for an IBM 7094 computer. Analog
strumental response becomes appreciable. _,_ records may be produced on a recording oscillo-

A degradation correction nomogram for Chan- graph for special hand analysis. The computer
nel 2 measurements (Figure 3), based upon deg- produces a Final Meteorological Radiation Tape
radation models inferred from the relevant data (FMRT) when combined with the inputs from

obtained by the respective radiometer has been the Radiation Data Tape, Orbital Tape and
included. _ The nomogram was developed from Calibration. The most convenient method of
a computer program which determined the time presentation of these FMRT data is to make grid
rate of change of the measure_.' total emitted 1: _ maps from an IBM 7094 computer. 8ev-
radiant power between latitudes 55°N-55°S. eral problems arising in the composition and
The results showed that Channel 2 degraded con- averaging of the original radiation data are
tinuously following the TIROS III launch. The discussed below.

L
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i+ 2.3 Radiation Data Resolution mately 10 times the scan spot area at a scan-
t nadir angle of zero. 6 Thus the higher the radiom-_ The data resolution of computer produced

radiation maps, printed on a mercator map base eter nadir angle, the lower the data resolution.
:: is directly affected by the following: Figure 5 shows that the nominal 5 degree field
;+ of view of the radiometer lc_.rtains to the 50 per-

2.3.1 Nadir Angle Variation cent of peak-response level, and that there is
some residual response to about ± 4 degrees from

+_ Radiation data contained on the FMR Tapes the optical axis. 7 The percent power scan spots
are sampled approximately 8 times per second, of Figure 4 are directly derived from this response+
Thus, at the nominal 10 rpm spin rate, approxi- curve.

_ mately 48 samples are taken during each satellite
2.3.2 Grid _i_ Map Scale

rotation. Data sampled during the earth-viewed
+*_i portion of the scan having the smallest nadir The mesh size of the multi-resolution mercator
.:- angle will be the most densely located, with mapping program ;s 0.5 inches. Thus, the num-
_ progressively greater separation occurring at the ber of degrees of longitude per mesh interval is in
*:* higher nadir angles. Additionally, the size of the effect the selectien of the map scale. A resolu-

scan spot varies considerably with the nadir angle tion of 0.625 °, 1.25° and 2.50 ° of longitude per

and with the height of the satellite. For example, mesh interval corresponds to a map scale of
_: at an 800 km satellite height (Figure 4) the elon- approximately 1:5 million, 1:10 million and 1:20
:: gated scan spot resolved by the radiometer at a million, respectively, near the equator. On a

56.6° scan nadir angle, wot " enclose approxi- mercator projection the map scale, the higher the

SohHlite He_t-OOOkm PE_RCF.NT POWER SCAN SPOTS

___L _$AT 90* W ?0" 60" _ 40"30*L_qO_{PgP20"30"4g_ 50" _ "?_ 80" go"

5 _ I_..?e QIO e _6 e 50.3 e _ l/IA e 8,_ {LiP MAt 4_._ 50.3 e _e 61,0" iS:)?'e

_. Oe 5e I0 e 15e 20•
I .... t,,,,I .... I,.,,I

GrllOtC*¢cleDISI_tC_
.+

SAT

)

SAT - Zlndh Angle of Sollllltl liii _ sot • -_ sin

TSP - Terrestrtol Sub-Sotlile

Fmvs_. 4.----Satellite lenith and nadir angle relationship, w--Scan spot si_e as a function of zenith and nadir angle of the
sensor and the power distribution within the scan spot. b.--Zenith angle and nadir angle relationship.
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FIGURE&--Cross-sectionthrougha detectorunit of the TirosIII radiometerandresponsecurvewithinthe fieldof view

resolution, the lower the number of measurements is-, 7----T+..c.y._ _ ++%-7+'*_+ +_ir+_+_+7- 7
+ * _ +I)+ .d ++ +*+.,¢'%7"_," �d�,,_T+/

averaged with the _ inch area around each gr;d + ++ y + ++ j++ + ++2__+_ ,+_++ |
point. *+ . * + +. *N_ + +f.'_((_*"J+. _]+. |

In order to illust-.,te the effect of map scale on 'J_+,_+ ++ ___Y__ _. ,_L++++_4+._ _+],_+_ + +J';.)l"_.i',,_:x-_,L_+.,. +'--++.u
data resolution, st. eral TIROS III television '.+ _\+ +_7 _0".'1_"-_)]_+___++_7_* '*4
pictures and radiation charts are ._hown in the _O'N-_'4_%--_*---_+'__x_¢_'_'_'_L _. ___'I+-_"Y-- ._ +-I._"_. w +

lag. The well-defined cloud system at +.'-_-_*++.Z)/_+v'_*+_,__ TM p._follow

10°N, 40°W on July 16, 1961, which was identified i �v.J+___--_-____+.¢-7*+ L_ *_._)_: 3 ++_-__

by S. Fritz _ as being the cloud mass from which +!++:_fi_***_._.f ._

Hurricane Anna, later developed in July, 1961, !:_.@_ [__;_t_.:_[ ** ð�'._ e'oo eae am le.
Figure 6a shows the "window" radiation ___+._TI+._)+/.7+).._X,.=] $Ø%@�x�J

analysis based upon hand-plotted data from a ,a.w_-:-'¢_4"_ww_+*_*_"_---__+--z'**_o.,
computer listing, which contains the geographical
location, the nadir and azimuth angles, and the FmUR_6a.--Radiation analysis (Channel 2 data) plotted
simultaneous readings of all five radiation chan- by hand from a computer listing of the early stage of

Hurricane Anna, which was used for the compodte in
nels for every single scan spot. The location of Figure6b.
each scan spot is indicated by a cross in Figure

6a. This is the most detailed information photograph. Considering the range of accuracy
available from the FMR Tape. of satellite attitude determination and the corn-

Figure 6b is a composite of the "window" puter gridding programs, it is interesting to note '
radiation field shown in the previous figure and that the radiation data fit the television pictures
the gridde TIROS photograph of the same area. within one degree of latitude and longitude. An I
The latitude-longitode grid of this picture was equivalent blackbody temperature difference of I

!

obtained from a computer program, more than 50°K was indicated between the cloud- t

The agreement between the picture information less area and the highest cloud tops. /

and the radiation field in the "window" region A similar radiation analysis (Figure 6c) was }
is surprisingly good, even at the fringes of the later performed by L. F. Whitney, Jr. of the

i
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National Weather Satellite Center, U.S. Weather case, the evaluation of the FMRT data does not

Bureau, using the highly accurate 1,upta method. _ result in any significant loss of details when

This method employs analog reccrds produced on compared with the resul_ of the Fujita technique.

a recording oscillograph for special hand analysis Figure 7 shows the radi,' ion analysis of the

rather than the automatically processed Ft_R same storm area based on three different types of

Tapem It should be considered, however, that computer produced grid maps at three different

• this picture represents another frame of the same grid spacings, viz., 0.625 °, 1.25 _, and 2.50 ° longi-

series, one minute later in time. From Figures tude per mesh intercal, corresponding to approxi-

? 6b and 6c one can judge, that, at least in this mate map scale of 1:5 million, 1:10 million and

1966028656-1244
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54 'W

4 o _ _#I & ,,, ,, "

\ ,
TV-PICTURE ..\\ ,, :,, ,", IR-RADIATION MAPTIROS 111" TIROS Trr

ORBI'f 061 R/O 060 _' ORBIT 060

CAMERA 2 ,;.. _ OPEN MODE
MODE TAPE '_ ,', CHANlUEL 2
FRAME NO 5 (8-12u)

16 JULY 1961 4 "_ 16JULY 1961
1521 GMT1521 GI_T

v FUJITA TECHNIOUE (WHITNEY, L )
ISOLINES ARE IN DEGREES
CENTIGRADE, EOUlVALENT
BLACKBODY TEMF_'.RATURE

FIous= _.--Composite analysis of Channel 2 radiation data, and s tt_idded television picture of the early stage of Hurricane
Amta, 1ruing the Fuiita Technique by L. }. Whitney, Jr., U.S. Westlmr Bureau.

1:20 million respectively. The aata points _ volved at smaller nmp scales. Thus, for the
again indicated in each figure. From the left to analysis of more detailed synoptic features, a
the right it becomes clear that the 8ppropriste grid spacing of 0.625 ° of longitude per mesh
selection of the map ses_e for each radiation • interval i_ the most useful one, but the accuracy
study is of great importance, as detailed features in data location is considerably less than by use
in tl_e isoline configuration and e_treme values of hand-plotted maim of the FMRT computer
of equivalent blackbody temperatures become listings and of maim produced by the more
"washed out" by the averaging processes in- precise Fujita method.
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2.4 RadiometerScanningModo$ l. Single Open Mode: Some scan spots of a

Figure 1 showed the basic relationships be- spin cycle are space viewed and the remam-
tween the satellite's spin axis and the radiometer der are earth viewed through the wall (side)
axis. :ensor only or through th; floor (baseplate)

As the satellite rotates on its axis, the radiom- sensor only.

eter scan pattern is defined by the intersection 2. Closed Mode: All the scan spots throughout
of a 45° h._lf-angle cone and the earth. This a number of spin c_ Aes of the satellite are
pattern ranges from nearly a circle (closed mode) earth-viewed, either through the wall or the
when the satellite nadir angle is less than17 °, to floor sensor.
two hyperbola-like branches in the "wall" and
"floor" directions, when the spin vector is 3. Alternating Open Mode: The scan spots of
approxime.tely perpendicular to the orbital radius • spin cycle are alternately viewed through
vector.Z the wall sensor and the floor _nsor.

Therefore the three patterns of earth scanning
modes, (Figure $) can be distingu;shed as follows. _ The IBM 7094 computer c_n easily be pro-

grammed to distinguish between different modes
- and to use or omit certain scanning modes. For

:_o,o_. p example, in Figure 9 for orbits 56 and 58, L_ose

_*_'_,_,_o;'_ parts with single open mode data a_,,. grey
shaded, and it is obvious that large and importa_t

',\ par*s of the data coverage are lost if closed mode
dat_ are omitted. Some examples of actual scan
lines and scan spots are indicated on orbit 56.
Additionally in this figure, the computer grid

,_,_,,_, print map of orbit 57 is introduced, showing the
, ,_,,,.j_ L_ ,,,, ,,,.,,o, full data coverage alonzo;the orbital path. How-

\ of the geographical location between open and
..__ \,,,, _, - ,_ closed mode data, which reduces the applicability

",,_._--_ _o_ -__ .... of closed mode data unless a very detailed in-
"__..__ _ _-,-,.',,,,, .... ve_tigation of possil_e short-term aberrations of

,,o=,_, the pseudo-spin ._te value used in the computer

Fm_u &--Different type_ of _ mod¢_uf the Tiros reduction of the closed mode data is performed
radiometergenerallyo_-et.c_...., "-.oneorbit, felt every individual case. In the following

1966028656-1246
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/

'_OROITs$ 1 50eS
. ' "P| leO" 170%_ 160'PW ISO'W 140"W 150°W I204PW IlO'W IOCr'W 90"W 60"W ?OeW 6O°W

Fmun_ b.- - typical example ,)f the data coverage within the open and closed scanning modes for three orbits of Tiros IlL
Some typical scan lines and the distribution of computer-selected scan spots along these lines are added for demonstra-
tion of some characteristic features of scan line geometry•

sect::ons these practical difficulties will be discussed storm area (see Figure 8), resulting in aa apparent
m_rc in detail, shift of data leading to the figure. The floor aper-

An example of typical closed mode data ture of the satellite was viewing the storm at this
mislocation is given in Figure 10. This .figure time, and a 6 scan spot shift in a counterclockwise
includes 10 minutes of closed mode daLa and direction was confirmed by diagnostic methods.
shows the radiation "cloud" pattern of the early The computer program averaged the displaced
stage of Hurricane Anna at the same location scan spot data with the preceding accurately posi-
within minutes of the same time as shown in tioned open mode scan spots and presented and
Figure 7, which included open mode data only. erroneously elongated cloud structure.
This longer time period permitted the comple- A separate example of analog presentations of
mental scans of the closed mode to follow by open and closed mode patterns is shown in Figures
_everal minutes the initial scans through the I1 and 12. Line A identifies the measurement

1966028656-1247
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FmuaE 10.--Analysis of Channel 2 radiation data of the early stage of Hurricane Anna, using different resolutions in
computer-produced grid print maps. (Open and closed mode data).

a.--O.625 ° longitude/mesh interval
b.--1.250 ° longitude/mesh interval
c.--2.50 ° longitude/mesh interval

• "_,. i_ IPOT__"
8'

%." , , o | *

<'_',,': '-"*i*'--"_,o_ ;,. " , _ _,_io.o _o "
' "_:' "" ",_ , , , _. ' ' I l.llllll
' ,o,..K_.">,.,, ,' 7' >,+ '.: ,'._ Y,_ ' , i
'"""_:"_' : '"' .... '_": ':, ' I,

_'!t_Z_,_<_,_:-,.,%,..>._",, ',,'.>,v-,.;.._._t _ > , _,_,_.... _., '
__'},. :" "',_'_.'.,:":_._::_: ' ,........ v: '_ ,

__,_,. ..... . .,2_:_: .....>_._.,:_...,_ ..... .

__:, ,.<_,:,_.t+,,: ,,_..,,,,,.
_i_"_*---_-_L-"_!:-"L:--!i_ii|"_|||!ii_di_ii_i_I|i_iI_iiHi_iH_i!Bii_Biii!!!_|_i_:_:_;;;_;_:_:_Z_Z_ :-"-EF:::Z_T:Z_"T_;;.:; :.".""L"::".":"::::i_i':-i",o. • • .•,---• ,o-_...oo o. o. oooo-. •.----.o ,.oo, • =...-o. ,o--.- ,..,-o,. ,-.o.o*o•,...oo • ..o-o ....•.---. ,., ..... ....... •....... ,-. ...... ..o.oo..oo.ooo.--..o*.,.*...o..o,..*ooo,.o••ioo.,,..o..o

Fmusv. ll.--Digitized form of the analog signal from Channel 2 during the transition from the single open to closed
! scanning modes. The numbers along the bottom indicate the minutes at. : seconds from the beginning of the data.

The ordinate is the radiometer output on a relative scale.

obtained when viewing the perinadir in an open are determined quite accurately. For the closed
mode swath. This line is centered between the mode swaths, mislocation errors do occ'.:r simply

: horizons of the swath and all the scan spots are because there are no horizons detected by the

: positioned symmetrically about this line by the satellite and the location of the data must be
computer program, in accordance with the spin determined solely by the spin rate.

_ rate. Normrlly there can be little or no error in The spin rate used in the data reduction pro-
positioning these scan spots since each swath is gram is measured by means of counting cycles of
pr_,_essed individually and the horizons for each a standard clock at the read-out station between

I
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FIGURE 12._Digitized form of the analog signal from Char nel 2 during _he transition from closed to single open scanning
modes. The nu,_abem along the bottom indicate the minutes and seconds from the beginning of the data. The

ordinate is the radiometer output on a relative scale.

sun pulses and is assumed to be constant through- measurement at point J; in this instance however,
out the closed mode. For a spin rate determina- it was mislocated by the ccmputer and shifted
tion error of 0.01°/sec (or 1 part in 6000), the into the wrong location I'.

spin angle error at the end of 10 minutes would The 1_ to 2]_ scan spot shift tha_ occurs at
be 6°, or about equal to one scan spot. _ the beginning of the closed mode is always counter

The com0uter program is such that the flint to the rotation of the swath• If the spin rate used
scan spot (Spot B) after the last open mode swath in the computer program is less than the actual
is positioned on the aponadir (Spot B'), a shift rate, the misloeation of successive scan spots will
backward of 2]/_ scan points or abou_ 15° of the be counter to the scan rotation• If the assumed
spin angle• spin rate is greater than the actual, the mis-

All succeeding _can soots in the swath are location will be in the direction of the scan
shifted proportionally which results in a shift of rotation.
the radiation data by 2_ scan spots (approx• The spin rate used for the 7 orbits in this study
200 km). Figure 13 illustrates this mislocation were all less than the actual rate, so that by the
in relation to geographic position, giving, how- end of the closed mode, the mislocation averaged
ever, examples for points close to the centers of six data points or about 36° of the spin angle
the swaths. The measuren_ent at point H of the counter to the direction of scan rotation• There-
first closed mode swath, which should be con- fore, all scan spots were shifted backwards so that

tiguous to that of point G within the last open by the end, they were 6 spots too far in back of the
mode swath, will be mislocated by the computer true position. Thus, for example, spot C' was

and appears in the wrong position H _. Corn- erroneously located on the aponadir, (Figure 12)
paring the last closed with the first open mode instead of on its correct position which should
swath, point I should be contiguous to the have been 6 spots ahead of the aponadir.
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FXOURE13.--An example of the scan spot shifl, at the entrance and exit from the closed scanning mode dug to computer
program techniques and inaccuracy in sp_n rate determination.

In order to improve the accuracy of location of data and space-viewed or space-contamina_d
the closed mode data, steps have been initiated data. Therefore, the computer logic was set to
to calculate the psuedo-spin rate values which make the distinction by means of an arbitrarily
should be individually applied to each closed mode defined threshold value below which the data
sequence in the automatic reduction of the data. should be defined as "space viewed". Theoret-

ically, this space-earth discriminant should be
2.5 Measurements Falling Below the Space-earth identical with the space viewed level and be

Discriminant located far from all atmospheric data. Practically,
For the reasonable interpretation of the however, it is necessary to define the threshold

recorded radiometer signals it is necessary to value above the noise level of the radiometer
distinguish very carefully between earth-scanned system. Normally, _here is no interference with

1966028656-1250
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real atmospheric measurements. But in the case Also, all data making up the terminal swath of

of very low radiation mtensities the actual the closed mode are flagged with minus signs for
equivalent blackbody temperatures may be lower diagnostic purposes. This I,eans that o','er

than the threshold value. This occurs mainly large high-cloud areas or when an unusually high
over areas of very high opaque cloud systems noise level occurs just in the transition between
such as tropical storms, closed and open scanning modes, the computer

If a measurement appears below the space- logic may not be able to distinguish properly be-
earth discriminant, according to the TIROS III tween real earth-scanned and space-viewed data,
Radiation Data Users' Manual I, it will be flagged resulting in a large number of measurements
by a minus sign on the FMR Tape and in the being flagged with minus signs.

_ computer listings. Three or more consecutive Generally, the computer will be ordered to
values below the threshold will be assumed to reject all data flagged by a minus sign in order to
define the end of a swath by the computer logic, avoid the use of questionable data. The com-

II

r_

20"N _ , ®

2'3- . O _ .

< +'+..: +.:,:++:++,,,.
• . _ "+'_+++_..l,+ ++++.....

,,,+:+,+++,'g,+++,,+-,,.+ ++++..
' " " ( + '' +/]_G_L 0 _ +

IIPE 120e( 125"1: 130+1_

FXOUR_ 15.--Location of +can spots over a tropical disturbance close to th_ Philippines, based upon computer listings.

(Encircleddata in the shadedareawererejectedby computerlogicin producingthe grid print maps).
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purer has, however, an option to accept these purer in ever)" grid square in this area. Figure
data for grid print maps. Therefore, a careful 15 shows all the single data points taken from the

• check of the FMR Tape data is necessary under computer listings. All data accepted by the
such circumstances to permit the analyst in computer mapping program are marked by a
advance to select the areas where the flagged data rectangle, while the rejected "flagged" data pointu
are meaningful for mapping, are encircled. The final (Figure 16) analysis of

An example of such an occurrence is given in this radiation field shows that just the most
Figure 14. By inspecting the population count, interesting low radiation temperature data (very
which shows how many data points are contribu- high reaching dense cloud system) over Tropica:
ting to each grid point in the computer produced Storm Flossie had been rejected. Thus, the
grid print map, for orbit 62 an irregularity is effect of the artificially defined space-earth dis-
noted over the Philippine Islands. Approxi- criminate on the composition of radiation data
mately 20 data points were rejected by the corn- over certain meteorologically significant areas

z_./ I ( ,,"f /l 123o'x."\ _. \._l _ : I ./_..
,_..(ttt,,tl!/,_,.\ " ,_-i__ \ I : o," \.

D,.,//<."(( t\',__c,/_.,\ ( ,'t'\k

"" _?_" ) J J )_i \ \.L"_" \ '_"_:_.)llt ', i Ick\_,_i! L////.:, I

I

,o.. I Iw\ "--- :->.-_.... ',.,vMJ
li5_( 120tE 125_( 130*(

Fiov_z 16.--Radiationavalysis (Channel2 data) over a tropicaldisturbane_close to the Philippines,baaeduponcom-
puterhsting_. (Datawithinthe greyshadedareawerel_]ectedby computerlogicin producingthe gridprintmal_.)
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SYMMETRIC EULER ANGLE DECOMPOSITION OF THE
TWO-ELECTRON FIXED-NUCLEUS PROBLEM*

A. K. BHATIAt AND A. TEMKIN

1. INTRODUCTION of the three Euler angles only. These angles are

The decomposition of the Laplacian operator, not unique, but in some way they must describe
the orientation of the instantaneous plane formed

0 (r,O'_+l ( 1 0 sin# 0-_ by the two particles and the center of coordinatesV___l _\ _] 7_\sin # 00 (nucleus) in space. The remaining three coordi-

1 0i _ nates then describe the posiGons of the particlesJr sin_# v,./ ' in this plane, and the functions of these variables

are the generalized radial functions. Hylleraas'where the coefficient of the second term is pro-
portional to the square of the angular momentum original papers t in effect contained the reduced
operator, is the basic relation between kinetic or radial equations for total S states in terms of
energy and angular momentum in the quantum the residual coordinates rl, r_, r_. In this case,
mechanics of the one body problem (or the rela- the total orbital angular momentum is a constant
tive motion of two particles). When acting on a function, and hence the reduction of a six-
wave funct on which is an eigenfunction of total dimensional to a three-dimensional partial differ-

ential equation is independent of how one definesangular momentum e, the Laplacian simplifies to
the Euler angles.

v2_l_ 0 (r _0"_ t(C+ 1) The standard treatment of the general problem
- r_ Or\ _] r2 ' is due to Breit. 2.3 He used the Euler angles that

in which form it is clear that the effect of this Hylleraas t originally introduced: namely the

decomposition is to reduce the Sch6dinger equa- two spherical angles of one of the particles in the
space fixed coordinate system and a second

tion with a spherically symmetric potential from a azimuthal angle between the r_-z plane and the
three dimeusional partial differential equation to r2-rt plane. BreWs remaining coordinates were
a one dimensional (ordinary) differential equation.
As such tl',is relation is of fundamental mathe- chosen as r_, r2, and 0t_,the latter being the angle

between rt and r2. If, however, one wants to
matical irnporLance and is familiar to everyone describe two electron atoms or ions in the approxi-
who utili2es quantum mechanics at all. mation that the nuclei are fixed, then one has an

The analogous procedure when more than one additional requirement of which there is no
particle is involved, in particular two identical analogue in the on,body problem. And that is
particles in an external force field, although t_ ? Pauli principal: the requirement ths,t the _.
known, is not as well known, nor is it as well spatial function be either symmetric or anti-developed. When the external field is that of a

symmetric under the exchange of the particle
fixed nucleus the wave function is expanded in coordinates. It is clear that the Hylleraas-Breit
eigenfunctions of the totM..angular momentum of choice of Euler angles (which we hereinafter refer
the two particles multiplied by functions of the
three remaining independent variables. The total to as the Hylleraas-Breit angles), b_ing quite
angular momentum eigenJ,anctions are functions unsymmetrical with respect to the two pat ticles,

is not optimum in this respect. _ In fact the
*Vub_,h*dN a_d_d S_, _t;ghtC,_t*,D_,_t X-e4o-e_-*m. construction the linear combinations o' anguiar

M_h t_4. momentum functions with the appropriate e_:- |tNationM Aeadem¥ of 8eienees---NationM Relesreh Coun©ilResident
a_r¢_ ^,_l_t,. chsr_ge properties is _. very difficult t-sk which

I
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_ depends not only on the Euler angles but on 0l_ II. HOLMBERG'$ ANGLES
f as well. It is not surprising, therefore, that

BreWs original work S was limited to P-states,
and work thereafter has always been limited to
specific angular momentum states)

However, a treatment by Holmberg 6 using _-_1
a symmetrical choice of Euler angles (which we _-'_,,o_
shall call Holmberg's angles) has in the interim

been carried out. With these angles the deserip-
(,ion of exhange as well as parity (which ratter
property is also simply describably with th H-B
angles) is simple (although these properties are
only alluded to in ttolmberg's paper). One of
the purposes of the present paper is to examine
these properties and relate them more clearly to
the construction of the total wave function and

further clarify other aspects of Holmberg's ira- Fmws 1.--Perspective drawing of (Holmberg's) Euler
portant paper. Consequently, we shall be en- angles and the unit vectors of the problem.
abled to derive the general radial equations for

arbitrary angular momentum (C) for the case of Figure 1 contains a perspective drawing of
two identical particles in the field of a £Lxed Homberg's angles which define the particle plane
nucleus. Holmberg's treatment applies to three with respect to the space fixed x, y, and z axes.
particles of the same mass. The rotated axes x', y', z' are then defined byIt is clear that in treating three particles of

eq_.M mass Hohnberg had in mind the three ihX_2
i'= (1)

nucleon problem whereas we are interested in two- Ir_X r_]
electron atoms, ions, and diatomic molecules.

_/Xi'

The application of this formalism to two electron i'-- i zXz, i (2)atoms and ions is clear, and the decomposition

amounts to a rigorous reduction of the SehrO:t- _'= _-'Xi (3)
inger equation. It should only be remarked here
that the scattering of electrons from one electron The Holmberg Euler angles are then
atoms and ions is also a special class of these
problems. We have therefore worked out the 0--angle between ii and i' (4)

connection between the boundary conditions for _--angle between i' and i (5)
electron-atom scattering and Holmberg's angles
(Section VIII). _,ffiangle between i' and (_1) (6)

Inasmuch as Holmberg's paper refers to the The ranges and planes of these angles are:
three nucleon problem, reference uhould also be

made to the papers of Derrick and Blatt. 7 These 0_0__f in z-z" plane
papers deal much more realistically with the
three nucleon problem iv that full account is 0___<2_. in x--y plane

taken of an internucleon potential which is co1:- 0__$__2_- in z'-y' plane
siderably more complicated than a central
potential. As regards the actual choice of As is usual a cap on a v-etor is used to represent
coordinates, Derrick and Blatt define axes along a unit vector in the given direction. In particular
the moments o¢ inertia of the three-body system. |, j, k are the three unit vectors along the (space
As such th _- wi![ depend on the lengths of the fixed), x, y, and z a::_s respectively, and thus are
interparticie distances and therefore are quite synonymous with _, y, and t. Similarly iv, j, ['
different fr,,m Holmberg's an_les (Section II). and i', $', _ are identical.
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It is clear from the fig_Jrethat t, being in the system):

x-y plane has components: rl ffi|' sin (4- ½0n)-j' cos (4- ½0_) (] 5)

i'--| cos 4,+j sin 4_ (7) _sffi|' sin (_+_0_2)-_' cos (_+_0n) (16)

Since i' is perpendicular to the z-z' plane, it is #-ffij' sin 0+[c' cos 0 (17)

perpendicular to every line in that plane going _ffi|' sin 4,+j' cos 0 cos ¢-k' sin 0 cos 4, (18)
through the origin. This includes specifically
the line of intersection of the z-z' plane with the if|' cos 4,-j' cos 0 sin 4,+k' sin 0 col; 4, (19)
z-y plane. However, the azimuthal angle of that
intersecting line is the azimuth of _' itself, and The following relations which are also veJy useful

can now simply be :lerived by computing (_1.1),3zr
since i _has azimuth 4,, _ has azimuth _- +4, (cf. /_s._.) etc. in the primed system.

Figure 1). The polar _ngle of _.' is clearly 0, cos 0,=-sin 0 cos (_-_0_) (20a)
therefore we have the important relation:

cos 02-- -sin 0 cos (_+_012) (20b)

_.'ffi| sin 0 sin 4,-j sin 0 cos 4,+i_ cos 0 (8) sin 0t cos _fficos 4, sin (_-_012)

The relations betw_n Holmberg's angles and +cos 0 sin 4, cos (4- }0n) (21a)
the spherical angles of the individual particles are
obtained by substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into sin 02 cos _=cos4, sin (_+½&2)

the l_,._of Eqs. (1) and (2) and using the ordinary +cos 0 sin 4, cos (_+}0,,) (21b)
decomposition of rt and r_ in the rhs:

sin 01sin _--sin 4, sin (4-½01g)

_1=| sin 0t cos _l+j sin 01 sin _l_[t cos Ol -cos 0 cos4,cos (_-½0_) (22a)

_=[ sin 0_ cos _+j sin O_sin _+_t cos O_ sin O_sin _=sin 4, sin (_+½0_)

One obtains -cos 0 cos 4, cos (_+_,,) (22b)

sin Oncos0: sin O_sin O_sin(_- _o_) (9) Ill. PROPERTIESUNDER PARITYAND EXCHANGE
The operation of parity corresponds to the

sin 012si_, 0 sin 4,= sin 0_ sin ¢_ cos _ simultaneous inversion of both pa-ticles' coordi-

-cos 0_ sin 0_ sin _ (10) hates: rr-_ -r_, r_--_ -r_. It can be seen from
figure 1 that this places r_ and r, facing the

sin Onsin 0 cos 4,ffisin 0_ cos _ cos 0_ opposite direction, but the cross product and
hence f will not change as a result of this opera-

-cos 0_ sin 0_ cos _ (11) tion. Thus the z--z' plane will not change and i'
2 sin ([0_) cos _ffisin ¢_ co_ (_-4,) will not change. On '.he other hand (_r-ra) g(_s

into the negative of itself, so that _ gets increased
-sin 0, cos (_-4,) (12) by = In other word_ under parity

2 sin (_0_) sin _ffi (cos 0_-cos 00 sin 0 0--,_

-sin O_sin (_-4,)+sin 0_ sin (¢_-4,) (13) _ (23)

cos 0,,=cos 0_ cos 0_+sin 0_ sin 0_ cos (¢_-¢,) f___+_
(14)

Exchange corresponds to the tr,msformatiou
The !_tter relation is, of course, _he well known rzv=trz. From the analytical definitions t' and _,
expansion for the angle between two vectors. Eqs. (I) and (2), the new Dr|reed axes will go into

It is also of interest _o give the vectors _zand the nega:ive of themselvc. Al_o (_r-fz) goes into
fz in the particle plane: (primed co-ordinate negative of if-_lf. Clearly the inver_.4_ of the z_
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axis corresponds to the trandormation 0-+_- 0. The significance of these transformations relates
Noting that ¢ is the angle in the _--y plane and to the transformation properties of the vector
measured as positive with respect to the z axis, spherical harmonics under the same operation.

_ which is fixed, we see that 4_--,f+@. The simul- These functions, whicil are the eigenfunctions of
taneous inversion of i' and (rrr,) means that the the argular momentum (next section), are the
modulus of the angle _bremains the same. How- basic functions in ternis of which ::1c complete
ever, since _b is an angle in the x'--y' plane, it is wave function is expanded. They can be written
measured as positive with respect to the z' axis.

Since the latter goes into t}:e negative of itself, it D_.k(O,I,,_,)= x/2(2C-t-1)t,., _d_'_(6) (25)
becomes clear that _b--,2_r+_b. Thus we have 4_

under exchange where the normalization has been sc .rosen that

0--,_-0 the function is identical with what is given in

¢--,4,+_ (24) Section IV and the d'_(O) agree with those given
by Wigner. s Only the dependence on 0 is non-

_--*2_r+_b trivial:

4,r 0

dT'k(O)= (--I)i[,_-'_,+*--]Vt_ N'-t
sinlt-ml

where B and Ntm, aredefinedin Eqs. (45)and IV.ANGULAR MOMENTUM

(46).F(a,b;c;z)isthehypergeometricfunction The componentsofthetotalangularmomen-
in the notationof Magnus and Oberhettinger2 ttrmarereadilyexpressec,jit,_crmsoftheparticles
The importantpropertyof d_'*(0),p:'ovedin sphericalangles.Thu_,fore_.:ample
Wigner'sbook,°is:

dr"(r-O)=(-1)'-'dr'-'(O) (27) _jM, ffisin¢,_+cotO 01cos_,£+sin ._-_0

The phasein(26)issuchthatthisrelationholds +cot 0,cos_--_ (30)
forallvaluesofm and k.

LettingPand E_,representparityandexchange, The particles'angles_._,_, 0,,_ "_'ia(9)-(14)
we havefrom (23)and (24): areimplicitfunctionsefthefourangles0,4,,@,

0;,. Thus the problemof findingM_ in tLese

PP_'_(O, q', @)ffiD_*'_(0,@, r-I-@) angles .;s a straightforward problem of partial
diffe:ent_ation. We can write

E_,D'_"(O, _,, _)..D_"_(_+O, r+4b, 2,-¢)

--_M, 8 0 8 0
which using (27) reduce to

whe_
PD_"t(O, _, _)-(-1)'D_'"(O, 4,, _) (28)

e_-_+cot _:c,_E,_D_"_(O, ,_, _)- (-I)_D_'-t(0, @,@) (29) A,-sin _,,_+mn "_'8¢_

Ox

The simplicity of Eq. (29) is the essential +cot q, cos_ (31)
feature which recommends Holmberg's angle_ to
the description of the two electron problem, and _ c_n be any on_ of the angles _, _,/',. tu"_i.
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Using then Eqs. (9)-(14). one finds that the The remaining component of the angular
following relations fall out quite easily: momentum may be derived from the commuta-

tion relation [M,, M,] = ihM_

Am = 0 (32) Straightforward substitution yields:

Ae = - cos 4, (33)

40 o+°;]+A®=sin 4, cot 0 (34) My= sin +cos 4, cot 00-04, sin 0

-.. sin 4,

A¢ = sin 0 (35) These relations are independent of 0t_ corres-
ponding to the statement that the angular

Thus momentum only depends on the (three) Euler
angles 0, _, dz. The forms of the three operators

[ _ 00-_- sin 4, 0-_] is the same as one gets with the Hylleraas-Bre;.tMx=h/i cos -sin 4, cot 4 sin 0 angles2 The square of the angular momentum
(36) is likewise the same. One finds directly from

One can, of course, proceed in a completely the sum of'the squares that
analogous way to get the remaining components

of the angular momentum, however, let us note M2= -h 0-0_ si_ +from Eqs. (20) that

+eot_ -2c°t00' ]O_--A= 00---2-0 (37) sin 0 _0_b (41)O_ 04,

The vector spherical harmonics, which have
and from (10) and (11) been given for the restricted range m>k>O in

Eq. (25), are the simultaneous eigenfunctions of

_= (38) M _with eigenvalue h2g(t+ 1) and hm
1

04,

Since M_D_''_ (0, 4,, _k)=h _/(t+l) D_''_ (0, 4,, _)

O +(0_, 04_00, 0 _ M, Dr a' (0, 4,, ¢z)=hm D'_'k (0, _, ¢,) (43)

_"__j£_\-O_',._l--O---_'O0---_j] They are given in a completely general, normal-

sub,titution of (37)and (38)yields ized form in Pauling and Wilson. 1° With our
phase 8they are explicity

O 0 O

' _=_-_+0--_ D'I"_(O,4,, _b)= (-1)ttl_-_l+_-'lNt_ sin_-'10-2

However, since co_,.+..O Xt,C..-_)F(_t+__l, t+O/_,
]

2 0NI

=-_k_-_ _ _-_] l+[k-m[,sm_) (44)

we therefore have the z-component of M: where
Ik+mi+l-ml+2 (45)

M,= _ (39) and the normalization constant is

t

N, " " " " ' ' ' ' ''l(2t+l)(t+½1k+ml+½1+-ml)tCt-½1k+,ml+½1k-ml)tl"+×1 (46)
"'=L 8_',(t--½1k+m,l--½1k--rnl)l(t+½1k+m_--½!k--rnl)! J -(k--roll

In addition to the usual magnetic quantam on the quantum number k, an integer whose
number m, the vector spherical harmonics depend range ot values is the same as m: -t<_.m, k <_t.
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The physical significance of k derives from the terms would bring down the imaginery coefficient
fact that the D7 ,_ a_c the eigenfunctions of the ik. In order to avoid complex equations, it is
spherical top (for which (42) is the SchrSdinger therefore convenient to construct real angular
equation), and k is the angular momentum quan- momentum functions. Let
turn number about the body-fixed axis of rotation.

With regard to the applications that we con- D_,+= 1_ (D°e'_+D °'-_)
template here, k can be considered a degeneracy _/2 (1+_0_(v'2-1))
label which must be adjusted such that other

requirements are fulfilled, x/2(+ 1 cos n_b 0., (49a)
| - 2_r (l+5ox(x/_-_l))dt (0)

V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE TOTAL WAVE
r_- 1 /no._ r_0.-,_ x/2C+I

FUNCTION L,c =-_i _,-,e - L,t / .... sin x_b(_"(0)2_-

We shall confine ourselves here strictly to the (49b)
atomic problem which implies that the potential
energy as well as the kinetic energy commutes for x>0, where
with the total angular momentum. In this case

= Ikl, (50)
the total wave function for a given g must be a

linear superposition of the degenerate D7 .k. In The important property of these linear combina-
addition, m will be fixed for a given magnetic tions is that they are eigenfunctions of exchange:
substate and the "radial" equations will be

independent of m (cf. Appendix II). _+EnDt = +_(-- 1)¢D_+ (49c)
Considering, for the moment, the residual

coordinates as r_, r2, 0_2,we can therefore expand This then constitutes a set of real, orthonormal
the total wave function in the form: vector spherical harmonics. These real vector

t spherical harmonics are still eigenfunctions of
_Cm(r_, r2)= _ gk(r_, r2, O_2)D'_'_(O,_, ¢/) (47) parity with eigenvalue (- 1) _

k--t The property of exchange is a mite more com-

The parity operations, Eq. (23), only effects the plicated than parity in the sense that it affects
Eulerangles, and from Eq. (28)it only multiplies not only the Euler angles, but the residual

the D7 '_ function by (- 1)_. Therefore by coordinates as well. The beauty and importance
restricting the sum to even and odd values of k, of Holmberg's angles, however, is that there is no
we guarantee that the superpositions have even mixing, and independent o,_ whether we consider
and odd parity respectively: the residual variables r_, r_, On or ra, r:, rm the

effect of exchange on the residual coordinates is

_Fe,ve_" r2)- _ g_(r_, O_)D_'k(O, _I,,_) (48a) simply r_-r2..m _,rt, -k even r2,

/f

_l/'°dd'tra{.rl,r2)%-2:odd_(rl, r2, 0ti)D_'t(0, _, _b) (48b) Finally then, if we construct,

. , =_[f; (r_, r,, 0_..).D;+(O, _, ¢_)where the double prime on the summation _'to(r_ r_) "+
emphasizes that the sum goes over every other +f_ (r_, r_. 0n)£ t (O._. _b)]. (51)

_'- value of k.
In deriving the radial equations (next section) the operation of exchange on this sum then gives,

we shall exploit the invariance of the radial with the use of (49c),
equations with respect to m, by choosing m=0.

" When the Hamiltonian is written in terms of the E:_bt0(r_,r_)=_bt0(r2,rt)

Euler angles and the remaining variables, there :_[f_+(r_, r_, O_2)(-1)'D_+(O, e_,_,)0 0

will occur terms involving _ and_. By virtue
_- r O,_)(-1)e+'D'_-(O, (I,, @)]

of m-0, the former terms vanish, but the latter +f_ ( _' r_,
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tThus if VI. THE KINETIC ENERGY

Just as in the case of the _ngular momentum, .
fi+(r2, rl, 0._)= _+(- 1)t.f_+(r_, r_, 0_) (52a) the kinetic energy can be obtained by a straight-
_-(r2, rl, 012)=+(-1)t_f_-(r,, r_, 0t2), (52b) forward process of partial differentiation. In

this case, however, since second partial deriva-
the f,,nction we0 of Eq. (51) is a real, space sym- tives are involved, the differentiation is a much

metric (upper sign) or space antisymmetric longer job, and, as we shall see, the partial
(lower sign), eigenfunction of M 2 and M, cot- derivatives involving 0_..no longer cancel out.
responding to the quantum numbers t and m We start then with the kinetic energy in
with m-0. The space symmetric and anti- spherical coordinates
symmetric solutions correspond to singlet and
triplet spin states respectively. Furthermore the

restriction to m-0 is sufficient for deriving the V_q-V]--_l h-5_2r'-t'_.02. 1 _8'r'q-l_L sinr10, 8_s_m0. O_o_
radial equations. Or_ ,2

We have shown that the m=0 function can be 1 02"]+1 _ 1 0 sin 02O
written in manifestly real form, Eq. (51). How- -I sin2 t_, O-'_J _[sin_2 002 u_r2

ever, in that form, it is not obv':ous what the

generalization is to arbitrary m states. The 1 O0__]generalization is nevertheless simply obtaine.' -_sin2 0_ (56) "

Let The first two terms are, of course, unaffected by
1 .._+ ..__, the transformation. The angular differentiations

. g_=-_UL - _J_ ) x > 0 (53) then involve the transformation from the variables

and 0, _, 02, _2 to 0, ¢, _band 0_.
Consider the coefficient of the rc 2 term. AfterI

_/5(f_++ifi -) some regrouping, we can write

OXa 2
then the form (51) reduces to that of Eq. (47) for sin 0t 00z sin 0_ -_sin 2 0z 0__ _
m=O. For arbitrary m one then need only re- o__ 00_
place the D_,_ functions by the appropriate D_ '_

1 [Ox_\ 2"1O_ _O_x_ 1 O_x,,
functions, the radial g_ functions remaining the q-_k0-_) [x-_-b _-_|x-_-_at sin 2jox__,me.

Alternativelyone can definegeneralizationsof

the D__', Eq. (49), for arbitrary m. +cot 0t_ _--x+2 _ Ox_,Ox,
D__''_+---[v_+ _o.(2- v_) ]-_(D?'_ + D? '-') m_ 0 #._ 00, O0,

D_m'_--_[V_i]-'(D'_'_-D'_ '-_) (54) at sin 20_ 0_ O_JO_,,Oxn (57)
with D{°'_}+mD[_"for m--0. Note for m_0
that the modified spherical harmonics, D_"_}_" where for a ffi1, 2, 3, 4, x, refers to 0, ¢, _b, 0l_.
are no longer real. The problem thus reduces to finding each of the

The complete function for arbitrary m can square brackets separately in terms of the Euler
then be written angles and 0_. The results are given in Table 1.

, The kinetic energy thus becomes
_.(rt. r_)=2_ r'_+D_'_)+'_-D _m'_-_

I.J_ _ a-j_ ¢ j (55) _ _ (1 0_ , 1 8 _

Note that by virtue of the action of the raising V_+V_ffi_ _r_-_---or_r: _r:

and lowering operators (Appendix II), the phase 1 1 1 /} . 8 _ F_ F_ (58)of the individual terms except possibly for an q- -t- 0,,-:x-__-b-_-l--_-
overall minus sign, is correc_ as it stands.
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where

1 . 2 1 0_ _ 1 0 _ , 1 1 02

nt'sin(2_"t-O")c'°tsmO0 -sin(2_-FO_')si. 0 000¢ Fsin(2_,-t-O_,) cot %00

,/ 1,\cotoo,], / oovo-2 +B, (59)

and With this reduction in mind (cf. next section), it
is convenient to write F_ in terms of operators

1, cot _ 0 _/o_l_ \

A_=-:-t-_cos_Sln'_ _-t-_) (60_ whose effect on the angular momentum eigen-functions is particularly simple. One can show

B.= cos_s,n(_+0_) cot_0 . [
sin_ 0_ sin_ 0_2_m(2_b+0n) 1-- - Fl=_sin 0_ - M_+cos 0_(sin 2_A_

cos 0,, / 1 ) - 2_bA,)+sin 0,,(sin 2_bA_+cos 2_bA,)]
+ s-_n{-_L_t 1 ] (61) cos

00_0_ _- 2 sin_ 0_2
The expressions for F_, A_ and B_ can be obtained

by replacing 0_ by -0_ in the above formulae + ( cos 0_ 1 _ 0
(including the appropriate partial derivatives). ,,--_-_0_\ cot 0_ 2 sin 0_ _ (63)\ ] smUy )This is equivalent to operating with E_.

where
F, (0, ¢, _b,0,,)=F, (0, _, _b, -0,..) (62) 0' 0' 1 ,

A,=

It is clear, since all the coefficients are inde- A2=2cot 0 0 (1+2 cot_ 0)_pendent of q_,that M, commutes with the kinetic sm 0 0_
energy. We have also explicitly verified that
[M_,AI_+ lk2_] _0" 2 0_ 0_

Note that the partial derivative involving 0_ sin 0 00o_ F2 cot 00-_ (64)
and no other angles has been _.;..zed in the curly
brackets with the radial derivatives. This is and M _ is the total angular momentum squm_d
because this term, as the radial derivatives operator given in Eq. (41). F_ is again derivable
themselves, do not affect the orbital angular from Ft by replacing 0_ by -0_.

momentum, and are the terms which act on VII. THE REDUCED OR RADIAL EQUATIONS,
total S states' a,_ ATOMIC CASE

In fact; in the action of the remaining terms
on the angular momentum eigenfunction rests The essential propertics of the combinations
the bulk of the reduction of the Schr'6dinger of the operators appearing in F_ and F_, Eq. (62)

equation to its 3-dimensional "radial" form. are the following (cf. Appendix I):

(sin 2_bh_- cos 2_A_)D_+ -- -2_(x- 1)B_(1 - _o_)D_'-_)+4-_.(1 -2At.)D_ '+
(I +3_o.) t t

A'A'+_r'_'+_+ (65a)
(l+_0.(v/-2 - 1)) 2Bt,.+_

(sin 2_bA,+cos 2_bA_)D_'+ = - 2xt_- 1)B_.(I - _,.)(1 - So.)D_"-'_-- _.(1 - 2At,)D'] -
• 1+3_0, t t

+ (_S0.(_/2 - 1)i __'2Bt,.+, (65b)
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-2A_)D_(sin 2_AI-cos 2_/M)D_-=-2x(x-1)Bt_(1-82,)(1-_0_)D_-ll--'_,( 1 t _-
(1-_0_) t

A_A_+ln_'+_- (66a)
(1+ _ox'-[_-- 1)) _"2B:,,+_

(sin 2_A_+cos 2tkA_)D_-= 2x(x - 1)Be_(l - _0_)D__-_'+- 8_,(1- 2At,)D$'+
(1 - 8o_) At,At,+1D¢,+_+

(I+_o,(--_/-_-i))_t_-_ ' (66b)

where We have proved in Appendix II that these
relationships are not altered if one replaces the

A_= (x-t)(x+t+l) (67) D_* functions by the D__''_± functions of Eq.
2(x+1) (54). As such it becomes quite simple to derive

the reduced equations from the original Schr6d-
and inger equation

Bt_= [(t-x+l)(t-x+2)(t+x)(t'+x-1)]i (68) H_t,_=E_tm (69)
4x(x-1) for any m, and to see that the radial equations

Recall that x is the absolute value of k, Eq. (50). are independent of m. One obtains

2

Lm+_-( -V 'It'+ [ 1.1 _['_(t+l)--x' , x cot 0,_ . .. _A,,_..+

coto,0.... fy+,,+, coto,,

(r-_ p)[ ( cOs01t cot0,1 1 '.=_ Of'_- ',.(1-2At.)t.-+ - x 2 sin 012 2 sin OiJ J' -xo'_ll -2m--=-n&--_i"J'

(x+ 1)(x+2) B ._,+,,- 1 (1- $o.,-,) a_,-oa_-,t_,-,_-]
4 s-_'n&--_ _,,+If_ 4 sin Otl (l+_o,,,-,(v/2--1)) B,, jt j =0 (70a)

At _

[L, li+_-_'l_(E- v)jf_l'--k_-t-_/[L_. " _s_n__l_{1 1 \r(t(,+l)-x i F_--IX'2 _'n &ic°t 0"&'(1-2 ")}f_

cot 0ti. 1 ,,+l,- cot 0,i (1-_0.,-,) aLv4,t--,.ft,,-i,- ]
+_( -$1.,+l)(x+l)(x+2)Bt.,+lfl q'4 sin Oil (1+$o.,-t(w/2-1)) _ " J

[ 1 1 _[" /' cos 0tl 1 I)f:++ x Of_+ _,,(1-2A_,), ,+

(1__._,i_L+,)(x+ _ _,,+,,+. 1 (1+36o.,-t) AZ'-tAt'-tt"-')+] 0
sm ut_ 1)(x+2)B_.,+tli "1"4sin 0_i (l+$o.,,-t(v/2-1)) Bt, a j= (70b)

L_l, is the 8 wave part of the kinetic energy, Eqs. (70) are the "_adial" equations, which it
and only the term containing it survives in the has been our purpose to derive. They pertain to
description of 8 states: t.t,t both types of parity and exchange sta*_es. Parity

is determined by the evenness or oddness of x.

Lm _l 8._rti+ 1 0t If, for example, t is even, and we want to describeOr_ r-_"_r__r' a state of even parity, Eqs. (70) couple the
functions f_+ and f_'- for x= 0,2,4... _. This

_,_ 7iis/_-n &t _ sm 0t (71) involves t/2 pairs plus one function (for x-0,D_- is zero hence _ can be taken to be zero)
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or _+ 1 functions. The odd parity equations for where (9
the same _ correspond to the coupling of the _n represents the normal derivative, and

function with _= 1,3,..., l-1. This relates C/2 [f_-(rl, rs, 01_)],1.,,--0 (73)pairs or t functions to each other. Both even

and odd parity together therefore involve (2t+1) and the solution from there on involves only the
functions correspondingtothe (21+1)degeneracy region r1>rs_O. Such equations have distinct
of the vector spherical harmonics for a given m. advantages from the point of view of numerical
For e odd, there are t functions involved in the solutions.12
even parity equations and l+1 functions in the
odd parity equations. One can define, however, an asymmetric func-

For a given parity and t, both singlet and triplet tion in terms of which the radial equations can
be more simply written. Letting(space symmetric and ant,symmetric) states are

described by the same set of equations. The differ- x r
ences in the solutions devo!¢e from the different F,(rl, _,01_)-f_+(rl,r,,e]_)+f_-(rl,r_,012) (74)

boundary conditions which must be applied, Eqs. and
(52). One of the key virtues of the functions

fTi(rl, rs, 0_2)is that they are either symmetric ~_ _-Ft(rl, rs, el,)---f;+(rl, rs, els)-f_ (rl, r_, el_) (75)
or ant,symmetric; thus they may be confined to

the region, say, r_>r_. If, for example, the ex- so that, from eq. (74),
change character of f[+ is symn,ctri.'e (which,

~x el_) +( 1)*F_(r_,r_, e_) (76)according to (52), implies that f[- is antisym- Ft(r_, rz, =_ -
metric), then these properties may be embodied

in the boundary conditions _t' for singlet (upper sign) and triplet (lower sign)
cases.

one obtains by adding (70a) and (70b):

L.t_+-_(E- cot et, _ _1 * ~_..... 2A.)F,2 sin e_, _'_

/ } ''cot e_2 1 A,_,.A,__ {F_-'+COtsm_l,'e_(_+l)(x+2)B_"+_ F_+' _+_(F_+_-F_+2) -{ 4 sin 0_ (l+_o.,_,(v_- 1) Bt,

+'o..-,( * + ' )} -- -x 2sin(__) cote,, 2sin e,: F,+x_-_

_,.(1-2A_),:,,,. (x+l)(x+2),_ j' _.+,.1. ,_,,+,__.+,,)_
/'1 1' Dt t+, r¢ -r- o, t_eil,.,, t T/'I )

4--:--- _ ,-_ -roo..-_,_ -_-,-_ _ =0 (77)
4sine,, (1+_o,,_,(V_-I)) B,, "( fJ

These equations, depending as they do on F_ relevant as the previous form of our equations,
and F,, are more analogous to the form of the (70) do constitute a coupled set for a given _.
P-wave equation of Breit.' The question may To see that both situations are meaningful and
arise in connection with these as well as BreWs in particular that (77) is we,i-defined, consider a
equations, of whether they are well-defined, since numerical solution of (77). In that case the
they involve two functions F_ and F_ and yet space of the independent variables is divided into
there is only one equation (for a given _). This a grid of points, and F_ is the collection of num-

question, in fact would appear to be particularly hers associated with these grid points. F_ can
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therefore be considered a vector with as many rl, r_, 0n via the law of cosines:
components as there are grid points. The differ- rn2 ffirl _+r2 _- 2rlr_ cos 01_.
ential equation is replaced by a matrix which

operates on the vector F_'. Now everytime an Alternatively, however, one can consider r_, r_,
P_' occurs in the equation, it is completely clear and rn as the independent coordinates and
what has to be done: namely one must let the derive radial equations involving them. Those

matrix counterpart of its coefficient in the differ- coordinates, in fact, have certain advantages
ential equation operate on that component of F_' since the three singularities in the potential occur
which is its reflection point defined by (76). at their null points. As such they can describe

This is a completely unambiguous prescription the wave function in the region of close inter-
which is tantamount to saying that the set (77) action very well. These variables, therefore, are
is well-defined by itself. The reason that (70) particularly suited to calculation of lowlying

is composed of two equations for each x whereas bound states of two-electron atoms (where on the
(77) is not is due to the fact that the functions whole the electrons are quite ,.lose to each other

F_' are asymmetric and therefore must be solved and to the nucleus) and such successful calcula-
for in the whole r_, r2, 0_ space. On the other tions have been done ever since the early work

hand the f_ functions are either symmetric or of Hylleraas. 1
antisymmetric, and therefore they are restricted When one considers the equation in the form
to the r_>r_, 0t_ (or equivalently to tile r__<r_, we have previously given them, involving 0_,

0_) space. Since this is only half the independ- one is naturally led to expand the "radial" wave
ent variable space, it is necessary that there be function in terms of Legendre polynomials of cos
double the number of functions to recover the 0_211. The expansion is then truncated after
same information. This is again to say that (70) some P_ (cos 0n) and convergence is sought as a
and (77) are completely equivalent. (Neverthe- function of n. In these classes of two electron
less a redundant equation with F_ and fl_ inter- problems, this constitutes the idea of configura-
changed may readi|y be derived.) tion interaction in its most general form. Re-

We have stated that (70) has certain advant- cently this idea has come under some criticism

ages from the point of view of numerical inte- la._,t5 principally because such a relative partial
gration. However, it should also be stated that wave expansion necessarily converges slowly
the form (77)will probably be more advantageous where the electron-electron interaction is large
for ordinary variational calculations. This is (r12 small). The argument has some validity for
because if one adopts a specific analytic form of the above-mentioned low-lying bound states.

F_, one need only interchange rl and r_ in the However, the argument can easily get distorted
expression to obtain F_. and exaggerated, for instance when applied to the

The differences in the$_ i description from that low-energy scattering of electrons from hydro-
of Fc• gives rise to characteristic differences in the gen. _ The point there is that the long-range

formulation of boundary conditions for scattering correlation coming from the induced potential in
problems (cf. the nekt section), the atom is at least as important as the short

The restriction of these equations to the atomic range correlations _e and yet is only poorly
ease (two identical particles in a fixed central approximated by the conventional Hylleraas type
field) has implicitly been made by assuming that of expansion. This situation has been discussed
the potential is a function of the residual elsewhere. _
coordinates, These reservations notwithstanding, however,

Vffi V(% rt, rn), (78) it is nevertheless true that the most accurate
three body calculations have been made using the

so that V commutes with the angular momentum rt, r,, r_t coordinates, or linear combinations of
and therefore appears as an additional diagonal them, 17on the low-lying states of helium l, and
term in the radial equations. The inter-particle its isoeleetronic ions. zT We therefore give below
distance rzt is related to the independent radial the radial equations in terms of rz, rz, ra. The

coordinates that we have thus far considered, equations are in their asymmetric form cortes-
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Eere momentum state. The accomplishment cf this
in the present case. conies from the explicit

4 I 2"J 2 2 I |
_-.+[rl_--(rl.-r_) +2rlt(rl+r_)] (80) construction of real vector spherical harmonics,

Eq. (49).
The quantity whose square root t is c_-n easily

be shown to be positive definite. In the equation VIII. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR SCATTERING

(79) the F_ is understood to be ,, function of In this section we derive the asymptotic forr,_
rt, r,, rtt: of the radial functions corresponding to the

t': -, i','(r_, r,, rt_) scattering of an electron from a one electron atom
in its ground state. The Coulomb modifications

In addition L,tt is the kinetic energy counterpart when the target system is an ion instead of an
of the S-wave L, tt in terms of rt, r,, r,,: atom can readily be made and will have no effect

on the angular integr_ations with which we are

hereconcerned.
L,_= O_ , 1 O_ _, 2 O_

_-_rxt_-; _-_r_-t-_ O-_-rt_ As we have seen in the foregoing sections cul-l I II
minating in the last section, the selection of a

8t symmetric choice of Euler angles (Holmberg's+(r_+r_t-r_)r t 0rtOrxt angles) has allowed for a completely general
derivation of the radial equations. From the

Ot point of view of a scattering problem, however, a

+(r_+r_,_r_).r_,l OrOr. (81) symmetric choice of angles is not the most ad-
vantageous since here we are concerned with an

The equations (79) can readily be.put in the form intrinsically asymmetric situation. Thus if we
of coupled equations for a given u. In that form consider that region of configuration space where
they would be closest to the form originally given r_ is large and r, small, corresponding to electron
by Holmberg,' (although as we have stated his 1 being scattered from the atom to which electron
equations apply to three equ xl mass particles). 2 is bound, the wave function in this reMionalone
One salient difference between the two sets of will not be symmetric. However, in terms of the
equations, however, is that the present ones are Hylleraas-Breit angles, the spherical angles of
manifestly real, whereas one term in Holmberg's one of the particles being defined as two of the
equations is imaginary.' It is clear that the Euler angles, the wave function in this asym-
equations as well as the solutions must be redu_- metric region is easier to describe. Nevertheleus
ible to completely real form for any given angular this is a complication of detail only, dnce all the
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angular integrations may readily & performed Feshbach 8). To complete the quadrature in
as we shall now sho_¢. (84) we note that

We start with the stafement that the complete [ (t_x)!1½_
wave function must have the asymptotic form: _"(0)---|_i| Pt(O)"" (86)

Lim Ct0(rl, rl)
q--® Substitution into (84) now yields the desired

=--sin kn+aC- Yeo(fh) (r=)Yoo(f_) (82)
rt

where (R_. (r2)/r_) Yoo(_) is the ground state of the at (0_) ffit- 1)' F_ (&i=x)
one+lectron atom (hydrogen). On the other

hand, from Eq. (51). =F(1- 8o.) cos (x012))(87a)

+' .... """<"> (;)r+ ,>L<,+,;l] ( ".)LimCto(r,, r,)= int.r,-i-o,--_-]--_-_--2 :, ½
":",, al-(e,2) = (- 1)'_ sin x_12

×_[4 + (0,_)D7+ (0, 4>,¢) +al-(0,2)Di-(0, t, ¢)]
x (87b)

where (83) The radial function themselves thus approach

a;* (O,,)= Y® f f fD{+(O, +, ¢)Y,o(O,) 1

o o o -- .. , -.-T'imr:iCri, ri, Aii_f'--sln
sin OdOdq, d+ (84) r,--+- rt

(88)
of p_rity (-1) t as long as we are _considering \ W r,"
_las_.ic scattering from the ground (Is) state.
This then defines the evenness of oddness of the in which form we see that rz, r2 dependence of all

values over which x goes in the summation in the f_i functions is independent of x, so that
Eq. (&3). none of them vanishes in the asymptotic region, t

The quadrature in (84) tan readily be per- Since in all cases the On dependence is trivial, it
formed by recalling from Section II that 0, is may be worthwhile to define new functions whose
the angle between t and f_whose spItericalangles asymptotic behaviour is strictly the n, rs
in the primed coordinate systems are given in dependence in (88).
Eq. (20). One can then use these spherical For bound state problems, it is clear that all
angles to expand Pt (cos 0_) via the addition the radial functions must vanish in all asymptotic
theorems for spherical harmonics, regions.

IX. OTHER APPLICATIONS
In its real form _ this gives in the present case

In addition to two electron atomic or ionic

Pt(Ol) =P_(r/i)P_(O) systems the present equations apply to double

(_-m)' . . (# 1 I mu°rpimesicatoms'alth°ughasthemass°f
-t-2_( .-1)" _P_ (7/2)P_ (0)cos m\./-_01_ the identical particles get heavier, the correctio_

for the center of mass becomes more important.
"l (85) Also for the spinless bosons (p/mesons) only the
In (8b) we have writte_ both the Legendre and space symmetric solutions will presumably be

associated Legendre polynomials as functions of relevant.
the angle but what we mean in all cases is that The equations can also be applied to two differ-
the angle is to be substituted into the trans- ent particles of the same mass (pesitron-hydrogen
_ndental form of the function. For example scattering, for example). In this case, the poten-
P, (_)-cos _ and not P_ (_)-0. The sign of the tied, V will no longer be symmetric hence the
P_ is that of Magnus and Oberhettinger ' solutions will not be symmetric which implies
(which differs by (-1)" from that of Morse and that boundary conditions like (72) must be
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-_ changed to matching conditions of the asym- The major further application of this approach
metric solutions along the line rlffir2.19 This has is to two-electron diatomic molecules. In this

the effect of giving one sol,ltion where formerly case, the extension from one _ to two electrons
there were two, in accord with the distinguish- is non-trivial. However, the analysis has been
ab;lity of _he particles, completed and will be publi._hed elsewhere. 2_

Z_ TABLE 1._Co_den_ of th_ Angular Derivatives in the Kinetic Energy., Cf. Eq. (._9)

Coefficient Derivative Coefficient Derivative

'i
¢

sin2(¢'r'_) 02 8
: _ COt 012 --

sin2 0j2 OM 0012

e°s2 ¢+ 02 -sin (2_+0_2) 02

_ sin2 0_ sin 20 04,2 sin2 0_2sin 0 0000

_ 02 cot 0 sin (2¢+&_) O=
.; AI 8_"-'_- sin2 012 00oN_

82 02

:_ 1 00122 0 0000_2

?. sin2 01= 00 sin2 0_ sin 20 0_oN_

O_
cos 0 sin (2¢+&2) O 0

_ sm2 0 sin 2 02 _ __00_.

0 0_
BI _ -1

o_ 0_00_,

q 'A_ snd B_ m sive_ in F__. 11501and (61).
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APPENDIX I

In this appendix, we prove the Eqs. (65) and Using (I-10) in (I-7), we find
0

(66). For m--0, _-_ terms give zero. Therefore, Iwe can write AID_'+=Nt, cos m// 2x(x-1) sin'-S0 cos2 OF'`
t=

O_ 80_0'__cot _ O: --x sin'` OF,+2x sin'` OAt,F,A,--_--cot O_ (I-l)

( x--_T)s n OA,A,+IF,+s](I-11)O2 8 8 + 1-- x i,+2 t t

A_---_2cot 0oN/00 d_b 2 cots t_ (I-2) Similarly,

and

A2D_'+= -Nt'` sin mk r2x(x-1) sin _-_ Ocos 2OF'`
D_+= N_, cos _ sin" OF'` (I-a) L

-x sin'0F,+ 2x At_ sin'0 F,,
D'_---Nt, sin ,ok sin" OF,, (I--4) "I

X t t /where x + 1 sinX+SOA.A.+IF.__s. (1-12)

_[2#_-i (_+x)l 1 1 Multiply (1-12) by sin 2_ and (I-11) by cos 2_b
Nt, =_ _ (t-x)! ,d 2"` (I-5) and subtract to get

and (sin 2_A_--cos 2_At)D_'+= -Ne, cos (x-o)_bG
gt'` _¢_t r_(,+s)+

( , t) (1_6) Nt,+_ .2x'`zx,+l_t (I-13)F,=F x-C, x+t+l, l+x, sin
where

Now

G= [2x(,t-1) sin"-s 0 cos_ 0-x sin" 0
AtD_'+=Nt'` cos x_b[2x(x-1) sin "-s 0 coss OF,

+2xA t, sin" O]F,
-x sin" OF'`+2x sin" 0 cos OAt,F,+1 1-_t

.+ sin,+2 t tOA,,A'`+IF'`+2 (I-14)'
+ sin,+2 t t 2(1+)xOA,A,+tF'`+s] (I-7)

Let ,t_c+l in (1-10), then
where we have used the well known relations for

the derivatives of hypergeometric functions: sins 0 _t
cos 0F,+, =F,+, 2(--_--+_)-,_,+v-,4_

dF, . t

-_-=A, sin 0F'`+t (I-8) Substitutir.g in the above for F,+t and F,+s by

t t using (I-10) we get after some rearrangementF'`ffi,4_ cos 8F,+t-t-A,A,+_ sins 0F,+2 (I-9)

OA_+xA relation between F,, F,+, can be obtained cos_ °_--i_-t_(x+2) . 2(x+.l)_x+2 sin_ t
• 2 $

from the differential equation satisfied by the sm OA,+s_
hypergeometrlc function Jr _(x--_j_, _+_

¢ t ¢ |

cos OF,,+,= F, - sin_ 2(o_,. ,+, (I-10) - sin_ _4(_+ 1)(x+ 3) ,-,+4 _-'_i-""
1212

$-
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Letting x--,x-2 multiplying by 2(x-1) _ sin s 0 where Bt. has already been defined in Eq. (68).
and rearranging we have for x__2 The special cases x=0, 1 can be determined

from (I-13), (I-16), (I-17). With proper normal-
G= 2x(_- 1) sin_-_ OF._2 (I-15) ization

t t

Also we find directly from (I-11) and (I-12) (sin 2_bA2-cos 2_M)D °+ v_A_AID_ + (I-19)=-
G=½ sial t0.t _4 IF_. x=0 (I-16) and

G= - (1-2A_) sin OFt x= 1 (I-17) t t
- 2A 1)D_ _,-,t

Finally then with the substitution of the above (sin 2_bA2--cos 2_bM)D_+= (1 t i+ AIA_r*a+2Bt3
in (1-13) we obtain for x>_2 (I-20)

(sin 2_bA2-cos 2_bM)D_'+= - 2,_(x- 1)B**D_*-_)+ We can combine (I-18,1-19,1-20) to get Eq. (65)a.
If e-,_ is odd, one can show that the + and -

At'At'+ID_*+_)+ (I-18) superscripts become reversed as is implicit in (65a)
2Bt,_+_ Similarly, we can prove (65b), (66a), (66b).
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We can form the raising and lowering operators Using Eqs. (II 3) and (II 7), we get
M.=Mz+_-iM v by using Eqs. (36) and (37).
It can be proved easily (sin 2_bA2-cos 2¢/A1)D_1'x)+

_M + D,_,k = -2x(x- 1)Be,,(1 - 8o_)D__''-_v/(/-m)(¢+m+ 1)D_"+I,' (II-1)

+&,(1-2A,t)D_ ''')+
_-_*-r_'_'_-V'(t-m)(t-m+l)DY-"* (11-2) , ,
h,'_ _'e - (1+38o,) AxA,+lD_eX,_+2)+
It is wellknownthat M i commuteswith H, +(l + $ox(V'2-1)) 2Be,,,+_

and in particular with the kinetic energy. One (II-10)

can show explicitly that they commute with the With repeated operation of M+, it follows by
relevant part of the kinetic energy given below: induction that the above relation is true for any

[sin 2_bA2--cos2_bAt,Mi]=0 (II-3) m. Similarly we can obtain Eqs. (65b), (66a)
and (66b) for any m. Thus the radial equations

[sin 2_bAt+eos 2_bA2,M.]=0 (II-4) are independent of m.

It may be useful to give the following relations It can also be shown that

[At, Mi] . 2h ,+,¢, (11-5) *= '- si-i-__ ", ¢,,_,,,= (- 1)'-',k,,,, (11-11)

_ 27t t*'¢A, (I1-6) In order to show this, it is only necessary to state[As,MJ sin0 the easily derivable relation

Below we give the results of the raising and [D_.,_].=(_I),-_D_-=.,_: (1!-12)
lowering operators on the exchange vector

spherical harmonics. These results may be de- REFERENCES
rived from Eqs. (II 1), (II 2) and the definition
(54). 1. E. A. HYLLERAAS,Z. PHYSIK 48, 469 (1928); Z. PHYSIK

_4, 347 (1929).

i_Ar r,,_,,_* _v/(__m)(C+m+l)D_m+t.,_.ii_7 )( 2. G. Bamv, Phys. Hey. 35, 569 (1930).
_m+_t = 3. A clear exposition of BR_.XT'Swork is contained in

• P.M. Moss_. and H. F_.SHSACH,Method of Theo-
i a,r r_C=,_)-v
_m._v_ :v/(t+m)(t-m+l)O_ =-t''_* retical Physics (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953),

(II-8) p. 1719 et seq.
4. U. FANO, private communication. One of us (A. T.)

acknowledges valuable discussions with Dr. PAso
Operating M+on Eqs. (65a), we find in 1959 at the outset of the formulation of these

M+(sin 2_bA2-cos 2_AI)D_+ ideas.
5. The D-wave equations in B-H angles have been

:-2x(x-1)Bt,(1-8o,)M+D_ "-2_+ worked out by H. FEBHSACH, M.I.T. thesis (1942,
unpublished and by one of us, A. Tr.MKI,_ (1959,

+8_,(1-2A_)M+D_ + unpublished). The wave functions for several

--1+3_o, t t states have been derived by C. Scttw_n_z, Phys.A,A,+t ,, ,,¢_+t)+ Rev. 1_, 1700 (1961).Iv/+/it
(l+_0,(V/2-1)) X/_t,,+l × 6. B. HO_M_RO, Kungl. Fysiografiska Sallskapets I

(II-9) LuNv F6aHAUVLmOAa 26, 135 (1956).
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SPACE: HIGHLIGHTS OF RECENT RESEARCH*
ROBERT ffASTR0W AND A. G. W. CAMERON

Space science is the collection of scientific prob- There are other departures of the geoid from
lems to which space vehicles can make some spe- the shape expected in the case of hydrostatic equi-
eific contributions notachievable by ground-based librium, in addition to the discrepancy in the
experiments. At present this field includes broad flattening. These departures are of very great
segments of the traditional disciplines of the earth significance because they represent variations in
sciences, physics, and astronomy. In future years gravity which depend on the entire distribution of
the biological sciences will join this group in an mass within the planet, which are more significant
important role, as our explorations of the moon for the gross structure of the planet than the sim-
and planets provide us with opportunities for ple topographical variations--for example, moun-
studying the conditions under which physical life tains---which represent the distribution of the
may have developed. This article reviews some mass at the surface alone.
highlights of recent space research in the physical Detailed analysis of these gravitational varia-
sciences, tions yields a figure of the earth having a positive

GEODESY anomaly, or a lump, in the region of the western
Pacific, near Indonesia and the Philippines, a large

Important results have been achieved in deter- depression or negative anomaly in the Indian
mining the internal structure of our own planet Ocean, and a negative anomaly in the Antarctic
with the aid of near earth satellites. A satellite's (Fig. 1).

orbit is determined by the distribution of mass Although these depressions and elevations are

within the earth. If the earth were a perfect relatively minute, they are exceedingly significant
sphere, under the attraction of the mass point at because they represent variations in the force of
the earth's center of gravity the satellite would gravity, or in the amount of matter per square
move in an ellipse whose olane would have a centimeter, in the regions in question. For ex-
constant orientation in space, ample, the depression in the Indian Ocean is only

Actually, the plane of a satellite's orbit rotates 60 meters deep, but it signifies that the force of
slowly in space, due to the additional force of at- gravity there is, relatively, so weak that the wa-
traction exerted by the equatorial bulge. Studies ters of the sea are not drawn together to the depth
of the orbital rotation rates of a number of satel- that one would expect if the whole earth were sub-

lites have yielded a very precise value for the ject to a uniform gravitational force.
These anomalies are correlated with the rate at

height of the equatorial bulge. These indicate a
discrepancy between the observed value for the which heat flows through the body of the earth to
flattening and the value expected on the basis of the surface. The correlation is such that, where
an assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium. It has the geoid is anomalously high, the heat flow is
been suggested by Mu,lk and MacDonald that anomalously low. On the average, the flow of
these results imply that the interior of the earth heat outward through the crust of the earth is 60
is not in hydrostatic equilibrium but has a me- erg cm-2 see -t. In the depression of the geoid
chanical strength sufficient to maintain the earth's near India, the flow of heat is substantially higher,
shape in spite of the stresses at the base of the 80 erg em-2 see -t. At the elevation of the geoid
mantle, in the western Pacific, the flow of heat is substan-

tially lower, about 40 erg cm-2 sec-_.
*Publ|ahed in Be/once, 145 (3637): 1129-1139, September 11, 1964. We expect this kind of correlation if there is a
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Fioua_ 1.--Oeoidheights(inmeters)relativetoan ellipsoidwitha flatteningofI1298.3. The m_tjorfeaturesincludea

negativeanomaly inthe IndianOcean and a positiveanomaly centerednearIndonesiaand "_ Philippines.[From
G. J.F. MacDonald, ,Science143,921 (1964)].

masstransport,orconvectionof matter,fromthe METEOROLOGY
deepinterioroftheearthtothesurfaceinthese In geocentricorder,thenextmajorareaofin-
regions.Iftherewerean upwardmotionthrough vestigationb. spacescienceconcernstheatmo-
theinterioroftheearthwhich carriedrelatively sphereand thecontrolexertedoveritby thesun.
warm materialfrombelowtothesurface,thisup- Thisfieldofresearchincludesquestionsrelatedto

ward-movingcolumnwouldhavea lowerdensity thecirculationofthe windsin theloweratmo-
thanitssurroundings,and thereforethemass per sphereand totheverticalstructureoftheatmo-
squarecentimeterinthecolumn,and thegravita- sphereathigheraltitudes.
tionalforceon thesurfaceoftheearthaboutit, EightTirossatelliteshavebeenlaunchedinthe
would be lowerthantheaverage.At thesamc past4 years,allcarryingvidiconcamerasforthe
time,theheatwhichthewarm columntransports globalstudyofthecloudcover;TirosIf,Ill,IV,

upward wouldadd tothenormalreleaseofradio- and VII carried,in addition,a set of infrared
activeheatthroughoutthemantleand crust,so detectorsformeasuringtheintensityofinfrared
thatabovethesameupward-movingcolumnthere radiationemitted from the earth-atmosphere

through the surface. The converse would hold The cloud-cover photographs have already
for a descending column, which would carry a yielded results that are of great interest when
relatively dense, and therefore relatively cold, correlated with ground observations, and the5' in-
material from the surface layer to the interior of dicate that use of satellites may lead to a sub-
the earth. Above the cold and dense column the stantial improvement in weather forecasting by

gravitational force would be relatively great, and providing global and nearly continuous coverage
a bump wouldappearinthesealevelthere.This of regionsof weatheractivity.The matterof
may be thecauseoftheelevationinthewestern globalcoverageiscriticallyimportant,because
Pacific. thesuccessofweatherforecastinghasbeenfound
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to increase rapidly with the size of the region coy- age temperature of the surface of our planet
ered by the observations; yet at present large becomes 290°K.
parts of the globe are very poorly covered. These Clouds are strong absorbers of infrared radia-
are regions in which weather activity can develop tion and influence the infrared transmission and
and grow without detection before moving out the local greenhouse effect. (This is in _ddition I
into the inhabited areas. They include the polar to the primary effect of clouds as reflectors of

I

regions, the major deserts, and the southern incident visible solar rad'_tion.)
oceans. Satellite coverage will greatly strengthen Thus, the cloud cover has an important effect
the hand of the meteorologist by filling in these on the deposition of energy in the atmosphere be-
blank portions of the global weather map, and it cause it influences both the inflow and the out-
may be expected to have important consequences flow of energy through the atmosphere. Thus
for the economies of this country and the world, far the characteristics of clouds--amount, types,

The cloud photographs may also be important _,ndapproximate heights--have all been measured
for the basic objectives of long-range forecasting by ground-based observers. Satellite observa-
and the understanding of the causes of weather tion by television c_meras introduces the possi-
activity, because clouds have a strong influence on bility of obtaining extensive data on global cloud
both the amount of solar energy admitted to tile cover in relatively short periods.
earth-atmosphere system and the _mount of A. Arking, of the Goddard Institute for Space
energy returned to space from the surface. Studies and New York University, has recently

The energy balance of the earth-atmosphere carried out the first statistical analysis of Tiros
system is the difference between the incoming cloud-cover data, using a digitizing technique ap-
solar radiation, mostly in the visible region of the plied to Tiros III photographs. The Tiros III
spectrum, and the outgoing terrestrial radiation, results are compared in Fig. 2 with a climatologi-
in the infrared. The latitudinal variation of the cal mean cloudiness for the Northern Hemisphere
energy balance shows an excess of incoming solar that was compiled by K. Telegadas and J. Lon-
radiation over outgoing radiation near the equa- don, then at New York University, from ground
tor, and a deficiency at the poles. It is this varia- observations extending over a 50-year period.
tion of the energy balance with latitude that The Southern Hemisphere data of Fig. 2 were
drives the atmospheric heat engine, compiled by H. Landsberg of the U.S. Weather

That part of the visible radiation from the sun Bureau.
which is not reflected by clouds or scattered in the The results in Fig. 2 show thst the cloud cover
atmosphere reaches the surface of the earth and is in middle latitudes is the same in the Northern
absorbed, heating the ground to a temperature in and Southern hemispheres. However, in tropical
the neighborhood of 235°K. For a glowing body latitudes there is an asymmetry, with a local
at a temperature of 235°K, most of the energy is maximum of the cloud cover in the tropics cen-
radiated at wavelengths in the far infrared. This tercd at 10° N. This is the average position oF the
infrared radiation is strongly absorbed by sev- "thermal equator" during the period 12 Jaly _,o
eral constituents of the atmosphere, including 30 September.

water, carbon dioxide, and ozone. The absorp- These results are preliminary, but the approach
tion of infrared radiation from the ground by these seems promising, and it is hoped that improved
molecules heats the lower atmosphere, which techniques will make it possible to detect fine-scale
reradiates the absorbed energy, partly upward to temporal and geographical variations in the dis-
outer space and partly downward, providing tribution of the energy balance.
additional heating of the surface.

The additional heating of the surface by the UPPER ATMOSPHERE
return of infrared radiation from the atmosphere The physical processes which control the upper
is analogous to the action of the glas_ panes of a atmosphere are determined largely by the absorp-
greenhouse, and is called the "greenhouse effect." tion of solar ultraviolet radiation by the atoms
It is sufficient to raise the temperature of the sur- and molecules existing at great heights. Although
face of the earth by about 55°K, so that the aver- the ultraviolet component of the solar radiation
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_ _ T _----T , , , ' | altitude of about 1200 kilometers. However, in

; t July 1961, Marcel Nicolet of Belgium suggested,on the basis of an initial examination of tke density

_ _ 70 " " _ atmosphere and the hydrogen atmosphere there
!_} _ --: i._._ lies a layer of helium. The helium layer was dis-

;,:." J_i_i_. _._+_?i covered experimentally a short time later by R.

%:_ o__o ' Bourdeau, of the NASA Goddard Soace Flight
Center, and the finding has since be_:n confirmed

•_" _ 40 in other experiments (Fig. 3).

Y _.
:. 30 2500 ' , • ,

_ \ _ Oxygen '
.......... Ox',*_ '_ Hyd¢ogen

._.; 20_L___.______......... _______ _. _ 2000 _i:;"_ !
:: -SO -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 ""

South LATITUDE North He ,

Flotm_ 2.--The latitudinal distribution of cloud cover. "_ 1500
!" (Solid horizontal bars.) Results derived from Tiros III

__ photographs taken from 12 July to 30 September 1961; _) I000
._. (vertical lines) estimated uncertainty in the Tiros

derived data; (dashed histogram) climatological mean _"

._. cloud cover derived from ground observations, as corn- _ "_b_ a
_ piled by Teleg_das and London for the Northern < 500

Hemisphere and by Landsberg for the Southern Hernia- "':
_'_ phere. The broad features of the latitudinal distribu- ".........

_- tion are consistent with the known pattern of the i03 l04 i0_ 106
r_ general circulation. The air rising at the thermal ELECTRON DENSITY (el/cm3)

equator produces a relative maximum in the cloud cover,
while, on the average, there is downward motion of cool,

dry air at latitudes 30° north and south of the thermal FIGURE &--Electron density profile measured by a Scoutequator, which explains the reMtive minimum of rocket, and providing evidence for a helium layer in the
"" cloudiness. (From A. Arking, Science I43, 569 1964) upper atmosphere. (Dotted line) Density distribution

for a scale height derived from an oxygen-hydrogen
mixture; (solid line) calculated density distribution for

_ is only a small fraction of the total flux of solar an oxygen-hydrogen mixture. [Fmm S. J. Bauer and
J. E. Jackson, J. Geophys. Res. 67, 1676 (1962)]

._ energy, the absorption cross sections in the far
'_ ultraviolet are so large that radiation at these

wavelengths has been effectively removed from Our knowledge of properties of the atmosphere

_: the incident spectrum by the time the incident at altitudes above 200 kilometers is mainly de-
._ flux has penetrated to a height of 100 kilometers, rived from measurements of atmospheric drag on

The ultraviolet radiation is the principal source satellites. The period of revolution of a satellite

of heating of the thin upper air and the major decreases steadily at a rate proportional to the
determining factor in its structure, drag force exerted by the atmosphere, which is,

At lower altitudes the air is composed of oxygen in turn, proportional to air density; a measure-
and nitrogen, and we can measure the proportions ment of the rate of change of period the-efore gives
of these rather accurately. At the highest alti- the value of the air density suitably averaged
tudes these gases have partially settled out of the around the orbit.
air through diffusion. The lighter gases dominate Data on satellite drag have been a very valuable
the composition of the air at sufficiently high source of information on atmospheric properties.
altitudes. Of these gases hydrogen is the light- L.G. Jacchia of the Smithsonian Astrophysical
eat, and for this reason it was once believed to be Observatory was the first to discover, by careful
the dominant constituent of the air above the analysis of time variations in the drag, that the

• oxygen-nitrogen layer. The emergence of the upper atmosphere is extremely responsive to solar
hydrogen atmosphere was thought to come at an control, deviating in density from the mean by as
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much as a factor of 100 and deviatitJg in tempera- evidence of the influence of solar surface activity
ture by hundreds of degrees at ,,lines of solar on atmospheric properties.
activity. The continuing analysis of the correlation has

The significance of the correlation between solar given us a rather full picture of sol_.r control over
activity and the properties of the earth's upper the upper atmosphere. I_ indicates that the
atmosphere can be described as follows. The atmosphere is appreciably heated by the ultra-
surface of the sun is the scene of great activity, es- violet radiation emitted at times of general solar
pecially during the maximum of the suaspot cycle, surface activity, and is further heated by inter-
when it is marked by sunspots and by hot, dense action of the earth with the clouds of solar parti-
regions with temperatures of some millions of cles which are emitted from the sun following solar
degrees, which are located in the solar corona surface eruptions. The arrival of the clouds of
above the sunspot areas. When such an active particles at the earth is signified by the onset of
region faces toward the earth in the course of the geomagnetic disturbances or "magnetic storms."
sun's rotation, extreme ultraviolet radiation It is found that increases in the temperature of
emitted from these active regions is absorbed in the atmosphere occur shortly after the corn-
the upper atmosphere. The precise correlation mencement of the magnetic storms. Thus, it
between solar activity and density was discovered appears that both ultraviolet radiation and cor-
by Jacchia and by W. Priester of Bonn University puscular streams are sources of energy for the
Observatory and the Goddard Institute for Space upper atmosphere (Figs. 4 and 5). The question
Studies. Their results suggest that the amount of the energy sources for the upper atmosphere is
of energy transferred to the earth is sufficient to the most important single problem for upper-
heat the atmosphere appreciably, causing an atmosphere physics at this time. The continuing
upward expansion and a large increase in the investigation of this matter and, in particular, of
density of the exceedingly thin air at high alti- the roles played by particle _nd radiation sources,
tudes. This discovery provided the first direct respectively, will be one of the main areas of ex-

l,,oo

!

Feb. Morch April Moy June July Aug. $e;)t
1961

Fw_'al 4._Temperature variationcorrelatedwith solar radioemissionand geomagneti0indices for the interval from
FebruarythroughSeptember1961. (Uppercurve)Exoepheriodensitiesand temperatures,derived|rom ExplorerIX
dragmeaaurement_by L.G. Jacchia and J. Slowey(1962);(middlecurve)fluxof the _lrx radiationat 20-eantimeter
wavelengths,an indicatorof solaractivity meMuredat the HeinrickHerr=Institut in Berlin;(lowercurve) geomag-
netic activity index (A_). [TheExplorerIX data are adapted from L. G. Jacehia and J. Slowey. 8m/the/an
AstronomicalObservatory8pet. Rept.No. 84 (1962);reproducedcourtesyof W. Priester.]
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I_o_R_ 5.--Density variation._at 250 kilometers above se_ level as r,function of local time t, determined by L. G. Jacchia
and J. 81owey (1963) of the satell;.te Injun III from 15 December 1982 through 29 June 1963. During this time the
geographic latitude of the perigee cover the range from 4-70_ to -60 °, as indicated by the numbers on tFe density
curve. (Solid curve) The Harris-Priester model for the proper level of solar activity; (histnF_ramat top) daily geo-
magnetic indices A); (open circles) densities during magnetic storms; (solid circles) densities during magneti,;ally quiet
days (A_ <2). The response of the atmosphe-e to solar activity, as indicated by violent _olar storms, is much greater
within the auroral zone than outside it. [Adaptedfrom L. G. Jacchia and J. Slowey, J. C,eophys. Re_.69, 905 (1964)].

perimental and theoretical effort in the next opments have substantially changed our earlier

several years, impressions about the character of the mag-

MAGNETOSPHERE netically trapped particles and their geophysical
effects.

The evidence cited suggests that corpuscular First, B. O'Brien, also of the State University

streams from the sun transfer appreciable amounts of Iowa, using measurements from the Injun I

of energy to the atmosphere. How d_s the satellite, discovered that the flux of charged par-

transfer of energy in the atmosphere occur? ticles coming down from the trapped-particle

The general answer seems to be connected with region was so large that, if this flux consisted of

the properties of the outermost layer of the atmo- previously trapped particles which had just been

sphere. The density of the upper air merges into dislodged by solar disturbances, it would drain

the density of the interplanetary gas at an alti- the whole magnetosphere in about an hour. He

-_-I rude of about 100,000 kilometers, marking the also found that when asolar disturbance occurred,

![

boundary of the atmosphere. Early in 1958, both the flux of untrapped descending particles

however, J. A. Van Allen of the State University and the number of t_'apped particles increased.

of Iowa discovered, by analyzing Geiger-counter Thus he concluded that the leakage of trapped

data from Explorer I, that there was an additional particles from the Van Allen belts cannot be the

layer of energetic charged particles in the upper principal source of the e_ectrons which pass down

atmosphere. These charged particles are trapped through the atmosphere. He decided that, while

in the atmosphere by the earth's magnetic field, a few charged particles are trapped during or after
and the atmospheric layer which they constitute is a solar disturbance, most pass directly into the

therefore called the magnetosphere. _.tmosphere without spending an appreciable

During the last few years three important devel- amount of time in the trapped-particle region.
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Apparently, the charged particles which are ob- from the region around the earth, in which the
served in auroral displays and other atmospheric geomagnetic field is dominant. The sharply de-
phenomena are those which come directly down fined surface of the magnetopause marks the
the lines of force into the atmosphere, termination of both tb.o tr_pped-particle region

Second, a large population of low-energy pro- and the geomagnetic tield. Satellite measure-
tons, having a range from 100,000 to several rail- ments of the geomagnetic field by L. J. Cahill of
lion electron volts, was discovered by A. H. Davis the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
and J. M. Williamson of the Goddard Space Flight tion and of the University of New Hampshire
Center. The concentration of these protons show that the magnetopause has a thickness on
reaches a maximum at a distance of 3.5 earth the order of 100 kilometers and occurs at a dis-
radii. At that distance their density is about one tance of 8 to 10 earth radii on the sunlit side of
per cubic centimeter. This value for density of the earth.

the trapped protons has interesting implications. The sharpness of the magnetospheric boundary
As a result of the magnetic field gradient and is illustrated by Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 reprv-
curvature effects, the trapped protons drift west-
ward in the magnetic field, with an associated elec- u, ..s

20 16 i I_

tric current that produces magnetic effects. ,,, t, _ , _ ,

%¢" J t
r " WO _0

These effects have been calcldated by S. Akasofu _ , ._,%.,,
of the University of Alaska, S. Chapman of the
universities of Colorado and Alaska, and (in un- __ A_ "'_' - ao _o

published work)R. A. Hoffman of the Godd_'-d _ ,--_._..__-"_'- • ] _vl_.1._.. s0r_o

Space Flight Center. They find that the chaxJges _ _ _"

in the intensities of these trapped protons produce _ o o

magnetic perturbations large enovgh to explain _a=_,,._,.
most magnetic storms observed on the e_rth, and
also the very large perturbations of the geomag-

retie field in :pace in the neighborhood of the pro-
ton belt. The relation betwee, '_e trapped- o _ , _ _4 ¢$ _ l0 _2

proton drift current and the ge_', .._,,etic storms °

was suggested by S. F. Singer of the University of Fmvn_ &--Explorer ". _.i measurements showing the
Maryland in 1956. abrupt terminati _:_ ,,_ _t,e geomagnetic field at the

The third development was the dt._covelT of a magnetopause. F ,.__le magnitudeof the magnetic
substantial flux of electrons with very iJigh ener- field and _ _-_ :. _,_:¢erto its direction. Within the
gies (in the neighborhood of 1 million volt._) at _'_ magnetosp},._ _h_*:_vidis closely described by the high-

distance of 3 or 4 earth radii, presumably pro- altitude _.,._r__.,_ion of the earth's approximately
• dipole field, _:_,,_wn as the solid curve. Outside the

duced by beta decay of albedo neutrons resulting magnetop..lu_o,which occurredat 8.2 earth radii (Rr.)
from cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere, duringth_.s_tight.thefieldvariesin magnituder.nddirec-
These electrons penetrate the Geiger counters lion. [l:_v,_tL. J. Cahill and P. G. Amazeen. J.
with high efficiency, and when allowance is made Geop_s. ?tes.68, 1841(1963)].
for their presence, the estimate of the total flux of
electrons is reduced from the earlier estimated sents the magnetic-field measurements obtained
value of 10_°cm-= sec -_ srad-_ to the currently by Cahill and P. G. Amaseen of the University of
accepted value of l0 s cm-_ sec -_ srad -_. New Hampshire, using _ three-component mag-

netometer flown on Explorer XII. At the rang-
THE MAGNETOPAUSE netopause a sudden drop _curs and outside the

The connection bets, _2n the magnetosphere and magnetosphere the magnetic field is highly vari-
the transfer of corpuscular energy to the atmo- able in magnitude and direction. Figure 7 shows
sphere is probably to be found in the properties of the counting rates of charged particle detectors
the atmosphere near the magnetopause, the flown on Explorer XIV by Van Allen, L. A. Frank,
boundary separating the interplanetary medium and E. Macagno of the State Univen_ity of Iowa.
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Fxouaz7.--ExplorerXIV datashowingthe abruptterminationof the magneticallytrappedparticlebeltsat the magneto-
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countingrate droiz sharplyat s raJ:itmof 72,000kilometers,or 12.5 RE,which ¢orr_pondsto the ,_ :ationof the
magnetopat=eduringthis flight. [FromL. A. Frank,J. A. VanAllen,E. Macagno,J. Geophys.Ra. 68, 3545(1963).]

The detector which .*_cepts the particles of lowest intensity. The Mariner II detectors, and also
energy is labeled 213A, and its counting rate the plasma probe flown on Explorer X by B.
reflects principally the flux of 50-key electrons. Rossi, H. S. Bridge, A. J. Lazarus, A. Bonetti, and
At the magnetopause the counting rate of this F. ScLerb of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
detector drops, by a factor of approximately 20, nology, have shown that these particles move
to a value which is approximately independent of radially outward from the sun at velocities vary-
altitude and is produced by the cosmic ray back- ing from 300 to 600 kilometers per second and _t
ground in space, an average flux of 10t_see -_ outside the magneto-

Wi_in the magnetopause there are no subetan- pause. The interplanetary stream of solar par-
tlal fluxes of energetic particles other than those titles, called the solar wind, cannot penetrate ',he
of the magnetically trapped particles illustrated magnetic field of the earth but divides and flows
in Fig. 8. Detectors flown on Mariner II indicate around it a_ _he wLt_rs of a stream di,'ide around
that the sun is the source of a particle stream a boulder (]_g. t;). The closest distance of ap-
which flows through interplanetary space con- proach of the solar wind to the earth is about
tinually, although with variable velocity and 10 earth radii.

i
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associated with this turbulent impact may gen-
• crate disturbances in the field just within the

:" "',," " magnetopause. These disturbances propagate

t" ' J ,_,., :. , hydromagnetically down or across the field lines
_. into the atmosphere, where they transfer energy

i ! which may appear as atmospheric heating, ioniza-
/' tion, auroral disturbances, and magnetic storms

/ .... .f/;/ _ --that is, the whole complex of disturbances pro-
, _ / dueed in the atmosphere at high geomagnetic

i / latitudes at times of solar activity.: /
\ | i The interaction of the solar plasma with the
) , .| magnetosphere also leads to the expectation that a
/ "shock wave" will ,be formed some distance be-

t yond the actual This
magnetopause. expecta-

': :/ tion arises from the fact that the flow of the

l' ' plasma is supersonic and must become subsonic in
" ; _ the vicinity of the earth. Such a transition would

' _ : set up a shock wave which would stand off some
• distance from the magnetopause and would have

,i a thickness determined by the ability of the mag-
.- : - netic field to change the bulk motion of the plasma

\ _ ,, particles. Evidence of the perturbed magnetic

I fields corresponding to the shock wave and the
{ intervening transition region has been detected by
'_ N.F. Ness of the Goddard Space Center with

magnetometers flown on the Interplanetary Moni-
FmuRZ&--The geomagneticcavity in the solar wind. toring Platform (IMP) spacecraft launched on 27

November 1963.

The shadow or cavity carved by the magnetic
field of the earth in the solar wind should, in prin- ATMOSPHEREOF VENUS
ciple, exter.d back indefinitely far into the solar Venus is the third brightest object in the sky,
system behind the earth. However, because the _,heplanet nearest the earth, and the planet most
particles of the stream have appreciable transverse closely resembling the earth in size and mass. It
velocities associated with their thermal motions, has been studied with the telescope since Galileo's
we expect these particles to diffuse together e;'en- time, and yet it remains an enigma, because its
tually in the shadow of the earth. The ratio of surface is permanently shrouded by a layer of
mean transverse to radial velocities is about :/_, clouds, in this state of ignorance, hope has flour-
hence we expect the geomagnetic cavity to be ished that Venus offers a hospital environment :
filled in at a distance of 4 times the diameter of for the development of advanced forms of life.
the cavity, or, roughly, the distance of the moon Some information regarding the surface of the
from the earth, as suggested in Fig. 8. planet has been obtained in recent years through

The amoupt of energy transferred from the study of the microwave radiation emitted in the
solar wind to the atmosphere within the cavity is longwave region of its thermal spectrum. This
difficult to estimate. The variable magnetic radiation, with wavelengths in the region of 1 to
fields in the solar plasma are believed to glue the 10 centimeters, penetrates the clouds without
particles together and give their motion the prop- significant attenuation; its intensity is propor-
erties of fluid flow, in spite of the low density; thus tional to the temperature of the emitting surface.
turbulence would be expected at the region of The first attempts to measure the microwave

impact of the solar wind on the magnetopause, radiation from Venus were made in 195a with the
The buffeting of the magnecospheric boundary Naval Research Laboratory radio telescope. The
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temperature inferred from the measured radiation included measurements of radiation of 19-milli-
intensity was approximately 600°K (700°F) - meter wavelength, which passes through the
certainly too high to permit any terrestrial forms atmosphere with little attenuation and hence
of life. Repeated measurements have confirmed provides a measure of the tempersture at the
the Naval Research Laboratory results and have ground, provided there is no additional emission
a revision of our ideas regarding the surface and from the ionosphere.
lower atmosphere of Venus. A modest degree of atmospheric attenuation is,

It is difficult to understand why the tempera- however, to be expected, and in the scan of

i ture of Venus should be so much higher than that Mariner II across the disc of the planet this slightof the earth. The path to an explanation would degree of attenuation shouid show up as a lower
seem to lie in the assumption of an extremely intensity of measured radiation at the edge or

dense atmosphere which absorbs strongly in the limb of Venus, where the thickness of the inter°
infrared region of the spectrum but is transparent vening atmosphere is greater. However, if the
with respect to visible radiation. The part of the high microwave intensities and apparent tem-
incident sunlight which is not reflected back by peratures result from emission by electrons in
the clouds will therefore penetrate through the the atmosphere of Venus, then the readings at
atmosphere and heat the surface of the planet, the limb should indicate an enhancement or
But when the surface layers reradiate this energy brightening because of the greater thickness of

at infrared wavelengths, the radiation is absorbed the ionosphere in the line of sight.

by the atmosphere and returned in large measure The Mariner II results showed a conclusive
to the surface, thus giving an additional flux of darkening of the limb of Venus at 19 millimeter

energy into the ground and raising its tempera- wavelength, thus eliminating the possibility of
ture. This atmospheric phenomenon is the ionospheric emission and confirming the supposi-
greenhouse effect described earlier, tion that the measured radio temperature of

The clouds of Venus reflect three-quarters of 600°K is associated with the surface of the planet.
the incident sunlight; the remaining quarter of

the incident radiation would bring the surface of EXPLORATION OF THE MOON
the planet to a temperature of 235°K if there were
no atmospheric greenhouse effect. If the green- The moon is 8, uniquely important body in the
house effect is to raise the ground temperature to study of the history of the solar system because
600°K, the optical thickness of the atmosphere its surface has preserved the record of its history
must be 50 mean free paths throughout the far- remarkably well. The moon has a negligible at-
infrared region. In an atmosphere with this mosphere and no oceans. It is, therefore, un-
degree of opacity, only one photon in 102_escapes changed by the processes of erosion which erase
directly, without absorption. This condition is the history of the earth's surface in a relatively
so severe that alternative suggestions have been short time--between 10 and 3n million years.
made, among them the hypothesis that the appar- This is evidenced, in part, by the tens of thou-
ently high radio temperature of Venus is the result sands of crate_ on the lunar surfe.ce, produced by
of microwave emission from its ionosphere rather the impact of meteorites which, presumably, have
than from the surface, been colliding with the moon since its formation.

The Mariner II Venus flyby launched on 27 This is perhaps the only physical record which we

August 1962 included experiments designed to test have of events in the development of the solar
this hypothesis. This spacecraft passed Venus system going back to that early time.
at a distance of 33,440 kilometers (20,900 miles) Because of the antiquity of the moon's surface,
on 14 December 1962, and made crucial measure- there is another remarkable record preserved--a
ments of the temperature across the disc. The layer of cosmic dust which is believed to have

spacecraft was equipped with two sets of radiation rained on it from the solar system since its forma-
detectors, one in the infrared and one in the micro- tion. This dust may be as much as 30 centimeters
wave region. Measurements of the radiation or more in depth and may contain organic mole-
emitted by the planet in the microwave region cules and the precursors of life on earth.
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The most important measurements of lunar know that the sun is a self-adjusting system which
properties from spacecraft have resulted from expands or contracts in order to maintain a pre-
flights of the Russian Lunik II and Lunik III. cise balance between the energy generation at the
From the Lunik II magnetometer data Soviet center and the energy emission from the surface.
scientists concluded that an upper limit of approx- All regular mechanisms of energy transport can
mately 100 gammas could be placed on the carry heat only from a region of high temperature
moore's magnetic field. In future flights, refine- to a region of low temperature. Therefore, in
ment of this limiting value for the moon's mag- order for the heat generated by nuclear reactions
netic field may provide information on the pres- to be carried away from the center of the sun, the
ence or absence of a liquid core within that body temperature must fall continuously from the cen-
(on the earth the magnetic field is supposed to be ter to the edge. This is in fact the case; the
associated with currents in the liquid core of the temperature falls from 15 million degrees at the
planet). This in turn could have a bearing on our center of the sun to 5800 degrees at the visible
understanding of the formation of the moon and edge.
of similar bodies in the solar system. However, above the visible edge, which is called

Lunik III has provided us with the first pictures the photosphere, there lies a relatively tenuous
of the remote side of the moon. In spite of some region of gas which constitutes the atmosphere of
blurring, the photographs are of great interest, for the sun. This region is divided into the chromo-
it is possible to distinguish a large number of fea- sph£re and, above that, the corona.
tures resembling the craters and maria on the The puzzling fact is that the temperature of the
front face. Perhaps the most interesting feature sun rises again above the photosphere, reaching a
is the Soviet Mountain Range, a chain extending value of 1.5 to 2 million degrees in the corona.
across the center of the moon's hidden face. It One of the burning questions of solar physics i_
resembles the great ranges on the earth and is what constitutes the source of the energy which
unlike the mountain formations characteristic of produces the very high temperatures in the solar
the moon's front face, which seem to be circular corona. Also, what is the mechanism of energy
crater walls and deposits of debris formed by the transport by which energy can be carried without
impac', of large meteorites on the lunar surface, appreciable losses through the dense gases of the

According to our present ideas, terrestrial photosphere and yet undergo great losses in the
mountains result from the combined effects of tenuous regions of the corona?
erosion and wrinkling of the earth's crust, but A current belief is that a wave motion--either a
such mountain-building forces haw been much less sound wave, a hydromagnetic wave, or a gravity
effective on the moon. In the pho_ograph, the wave--carries energy upward from the photo-
markings designated the Soviet Mountain Range sphere and deposits it in the corona. When a
could have resulted from the running together of sound wave propagates into a region of decreasing
several obscured but independent markings, density, its amplitude increases and it steepens
However, if these features continue to a? pear as into a shock wave. This is a mechanism in which
a single range in later, more detailed pictures, we considerable dissipation of energy takes place. It
may have to revise our theories of lunar structure, appears that hydromagnetic waves are rapidly

damped out below the photosphere, but if they
SOLAR PHYSICS could be generated in the region of the chromo-

sphere, then they would tend not to be dissipated
One of the most interesting questions in solar until the waves had reached the corona. Mag-

physics concerns the manner in which energy is netic disturbances above the photosphere may be
transported above the surface of the sun to hea_ particularly effective in generating these waves.
the chromosphere and corona. GIavity waves consist of a kind of rolling motion

We know that near the center of the sun, where similar to the waves on the surface of the oce_,n.

the temperature is approximately 15 million de- These may, like sound waves, be generated by the
degrees Kelvin, hydrogen is converted into he- motions of convecting material in the transition
lium by a variety of nuclear reactions. We also layer; they would have a vertical component of
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_;: propagation and would be dissipated in the line of hydrogen was observed to increase in
'_. corona, intensity by 6.8 percent during the flare.

_ It may be that all three of these mechanisms Very interesting results were also obtained in
are operating in the heating of the chromosphere the x-ray region, 1 to 10 angstroms. During the

_ and corona. If this is the case, there may be a quiet period a flux was observed which was 360
_' steady heating of the corona upon which is auger- times the theoretical background radiation which
_ imposed a localized heating associated with mag- would be obtained from a corona at a temperature

_ netic activity. Thus, the heating of the corona is of 1.8X l0s degrees Kelvin. This indicates that
"_. expected to depend upon the magnetic structure nonthermal processes are present and important

in the outer laye_ of the sun. This dependence is in the corona under even the quietest solar
" °

-_ observed in many phenomena. In particular, in conditions.
_: sunspot regions where the strengths of the mag- A continuing series of Orbiting Solar Observa-
_ netic field are higher than is normal on the sur'_ tories is planned in which these interesting phe-
_ surface, both the chromospher _' and the corona nomen_ can be monitored continuously during
; have a higher than normal temperature, future years.-_

The behavior of the chromosphere and the
coronaismost easilyobservedby studyingthe X-RAYS AND GAMMA RAYS

_- ultraviolet emission from the sun, since in the The space :_search program is not confined to
i ultraviolet region the amount of light emitted the discovery of new facts about the solar system.
_ from the photosphere greatly decreases, whereas It also gives the astrophysicist an important op-

the higher temperatures in the chromosphere and portunity to extend his knowledge of more distant

corona are responsible for the presence of large parts of space through observations at wave-
_ numbers of emission lines. The most important lengths for which photons do not penetrate

emission lines are attributable to hydrogen and through the atmosphere. The principal regions

:_ helium. In order to understand solar-surface involved are the x-ray and gamma ray region, the
physics in more detail, it is essential to obtain ultraviolet, the infrared, and long-wavelength

_. observations of the time variations of these emis- radio waves. The early rocket and satellite meas-

sion lines as indicators of the time variations of urements of x-rays and gamma rays have been
:. behavior in the chromosphere and corona, particularly interesting to physicists because they
_. The first experiments in this direction were very suggest several possible new types of phenomena

successfully accomplished by the flight of the first in space.
Orbiting Solar Observatory, which was launched X-rays and gamma rays can be produced by a

_" on 7 March 1962. It gave data over several variety of high-energy processes. These processes
,_ months, continuously monitoring a number of include collisions between high-energy nucleons,

different wavelength regions for emission from the which can create neutral pions, which in turn
sun. decay to give gamma rays exceeding 50 Mev in

Particularly interesting are the data for the energy. Fast electrons can produce X-rays of
_ interval ll through 22 March 1962. At the be- bremsstrahlung when they pass close to a nucleus.

ginning of this period the sun was in an exception- Fast electrons can also collide with photons of
ally quiet condition, but as the period progressed visible starlight and increase the energy of the
the sun became more and more active, until on photons up to the x-ray and gamma ray regions.
22 March there was a flare of intensity 3. Experi- If radioactive nuclei are produced and dispersed
ments revealed that the Lyman alpha iine of in space between the stars, then some of them

: helium II at 304 ar_gstroms increased in intensity should emit characteristic gamma ray energies

by some 33 perc_.nt during the interval, and dur- which might be detected. If positrons are pro-
ing the flare itself the intensity of the line in- duced in dense regions of matter, such as stellar
creased by an additional 14 percent. The lines surfaces, then, upon being slowed down and anni-
of iron XV at 284 angstroms and iron XVI at 335 hilated, they will emit the characteristic gamma

:' angstroms also increo_ed in intensity by a factor rays of 0.51-Mev energy. If neutrons are pro-
of 4. At longer wawlengths the Lyman alpha duced near stellar surfaces and are slowed down
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and captured by the overwhelmingly abundant io ....
Giocconi et ol

hydrogen that is present, then these will provide

characteristic capture gamma rays with an energy _ooF,
of 2.31 Mev. Finally, if objects should exist in i
space with surface temperatures of some millions A,,o,_ ,t om
of degrees Kelvin, then photons in the x-ray region
would be emitted by thermal processes from their id'

surfaces.

Preliminary measurements now exist of the

fluxes of x-rays and gamma rays in a number of 152 Fh
different energy intervals. A general background
of _:-rays of energy of a few thousand electron volts K,ou,hoo,

was observed in a rocket flight by R. Giacconi, _63 , c,o,_
H. Gursky, and F. R. Paolini, of American Sci-
ence and Engineering, Inc., and by B. B. Rossi of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A
eeneral background radiation of gamma rays in
she region near 1-Mev energy was measured in the
Ranger III flight by J. R. Arnold of the University ' ' '
of California (La Jolla), A. E. Metzger, of the Id3 Jo-_ uo-' J _o so2

Photon EnerQy E (MeV)
California Institute of Technology, and E. C.
Anderson and M. A. Van Dills, of Los Alamos. Fmv_ 9.--Data onhardphoton fluxesin space,compared

with theoretical recoil spectra. The data points are as
A small but still significant flux of gamma rays plotted by Felton and Morrison. FA is the expected
with energies exceeding 50 Mev was observed with contribution from scattering in our galactic halo. The
the Explorer XI satellite by W. L. Kraushaar and uppercurveshowsa flux 300times greater, but still less
G. W. Clark of the Massachusetts Institute of by two ordersof magnitude than the fluxthat wouldbe
Technology. obtained if the electrons in our galactic halo extended

throughout intergalacticspace. [FromJ. E. Felten and
A ,mmber of attempts have been made to ex- P. Morrison, Phys. Rev.Letters 10, 455 (1963)].

plain the presence of these background x-rays and
gamma rays. Most mechanisms thus far exam-

ined appear quantitatively inadequate to explain high-energy electrons is the same throughout
the observed fluxes. One promising explanation space as near the earth, then a background radia-

was proposed by J. E. Felten and P. Morrison of tion some 30,000 times that which would be pro-
Cornell University, who suggested the importance duced within the galactic halo would be observed.
of the inverse Compton effect in which the high- Evidently, such high fluxes of electrons cannot
energy electrons present in the cosmic rays collide exist throughout space. One percent of such a
with photons with energies of the order of 1 elec- flux of electrons can be expected to give a back-
tron volt which are emitted from stars. Follow- ground of x-rays and gamma rays which fits the
ing such a collision, the energies of the photons observations very nicely.

can easily be raised to the observed x-ray or Perhaps the most interesting questions con-
gamma ray energies, depending upon the energies eeming the celestial x-rays have been raised

of the electrons with which they collide. Calcu- through the discovery of discrete sources by Rossi
lationsbyFeltenand Morrison were based on this and his colleagues and by H. Friedman. S.
effect (Fig. 9). A flux will be emitted by the Bowyer, T. A. Chubb, and E. T. Byram of the
outer halo region of our galaxy if the observed Naval Research Laboratory. Both groups have
flux of high-energy electrons at the earth exists observed a strong x-ray source in Scorpius which

throughout this large outer region of the galaxy, is not coincident with any conspicuous object.
Electrons in the halo fail to account for the oh- Friedman has suggested that this object is a neu-
served x-ray and gamma ray fluxes by some 2_ tron star having a surface temperature of several
orders of magnitude. However, if the flux of million degrees, and ihat the x-rays are due to
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thermal emission from the surface layers. Rossi forced to undergo multiple electron capture reac-
and his colleagues l"a_vedetermined from atmo- tions, and the nuclei dissolve mainly into nov-
spheric absorption measurements that if the trons, with only enough protons and electrons left
Scorpius source has a thermal spectrum its tern- to prevent the neutrons from undergoing their
perature is approximately 8X 10e degrees Kelvin. usual mode of decay into electrons and protons.
Friedman and his colleagues have also observed At 1015g/cm 3or more, densities comparable to
x-rays from the direction of the Crab Nebula, the those in the atomic nucleus, this neutron-ricb
remnant of the supernova explosion of A.D. 1054 nuclear matter itself becomes degenerate, and it
(Fig. 10). is expected that stable stars could be constructed

of it. Such stars may be formed in the central260 ° 255 ° 250" 245" 240"

......... = ........ .: ,. .s. regions of more massive stars when these stars

.... ,..... ' .... [..... • I_ undergo supernova explosions and blow off most

l_//x _ :J/_-z of their mass. Recent work by D. Morton of

........... O•

3 , , s¢apcn/ ...... Princeton, E. E. Salpeter of CorneU, and H. Y., Chiu, S. Tsuruta, and A. G. W. Cameron of the
.... !-_: -8 Goddard Institute for Space Studies i t_dicates that

- '_" : -, the surface temperature of a neutron star is likely
• ---I , to lie below its central temperatdre by between

___1 Y _ ,\_ [ ,.\"" ::_,_ _' 40- one and two orders of magnitude. Thus, if such

_ii l'__.i_'l-'_"i/ stars are formed with central temperatures over
109 degrees Kelvin, such as would probably be

-.5- "_'\l /_ ,.:.__*_,\ ....... ; 101i / produced in a supelnova explosion, then theirsurface temperatures are likely to be many mil-

[_i'.'_,/ "('- [_ ;:'--;;:?° L'_ L 2o- lions of degrees for several thousand years.
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gj OF THE (SsSp) 3P1 LEVEL OF Cd AND THE (6s6p)
3p1 LEVEL OF Hg BY HIGH-FIELD DOUBLE RESO-
NANCE*

R. KOHLERt AND P. THADDEUS

An opticaldoubleresonanceexperimentat high magneticfieldshaz determinedgj for the
(5s5p)aPl level of the even cadmiumisotopesto be 1.499846(13),and gj for the (6s6p) apt level
of the even mercuryisotopes to be 1.486094(8). Resonancewas observedin all casesat a fre-
quencyof exactly24Gc/sec, andmagneticfieldsnear11430G. At these highfieldsthe Zeeman
energyis of the orderof 10-_ of the fine structureseparationsof the triplet terms of the (nsnp)
configuration,andthe &mffi+ 1transitionsaresplitby 9.51(7)G forCd, andby 2.99(7)GforHg.
Thissplittingrepresentsseverallinewidthsiv the case of Hg, and manylinewidthsin that of Cd.
The averagefield of the two Am= + 1 transitions,however, determinesg_ to high precision
independentof second-ordercorrections.

I. INTRODUCTION In principle, the higher the frequency and the

The double resonance 1,2 and level °crossing greater the magnetic field, the more accurate the
techniques s.4have been used in extensive studies determination of gj. In a series of experiments
of hyperfine structure (hfs) in the lowest lying designed to measure gj of the lowest lying sp_

(nsnp) sP1 level of mercury.,5-11cadmium, 12-'7and level of zinc, cadmium, and mercury to high
zinc.xs-_° Sufficient sensitivity has been obtained precision (it is } on the basis of LS coupling), we

therefore chose to work at a frequency of 24
to allow the determination of the hfs, and con-
sequently the nuclear moments, of radioactive Gc/sec, and a field near 11 400 G--approachingthe limit attainable with the available 12-in.
isotopes with half-lives as short as a few hours. _6ae electromagnet when operating with a gap of 2 in.

While the level crossing method has the great The Am ffi ± 1 transitions for these states coin-
advantage in practice of doing away with all cide at low magnetic fields, but at high fields
radio-frequency and microwave apparatus, aside interaction with the neighboring fine structure
from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) mag- terms of the configuration (and to a negligible
netometers, it allows a determination of only the degree with levels of other configurations) splits
ratio of the hyperfine interaction constants to gj, the resonances into two well-resolved components,
and an independent measurement of gj must as shown in Fig. 1. Precise measurement of the
therefore be made to determine these constants splitting of the two resonances therefore serves
to high precision, x6 While gj can of course be also as a check on the theory of the second-order
measured by double resonance in the odd isotopes fine structure interactions.
at various fields, or by observing both double res-
onance and level crossings, °as it is most directly II. THEORY
found from double resonance in the even isotopes Signal Strengths
of the element. It is well known that double resonance can be

*PubU.h_d_T_ PAu_ S_, _ (SA):X_204-Al_00.Ju_._. observed between hyperfine or Zeeman states
1904 work supported by the Joint 8ervie_ (the U.S. Army, the U.b. excited by resonance radiation in a variety of
Navy, Oflleem of Naval _e_areh, and the U.S. Air Force Office of
_ci_ntlflo l_eareh), and by the U.8. Olii¢_ of Naval _reh under, ways. Population differences can be produced
_onu_e,_on_). by resonance radiation that is polarized, noniso-

l_.Aflumbin V_nivenfitY, New York, and New York Uniwmity, New

York. tropic, or confined to a narrow wavelength interval,
1231
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3p2 _ the natural metal were used. In the case of
cadmium, the Zeeman shift of the m ffi:[:1 states
at 11 400 @ is somewhat greater than the isotope
shifts and the hyperfine splittings of the natural
cadmium isotopes (avd the optical Doppler©

, w width), 1' and only the rnffi0 state is therefore

J ' illuminated. It is then readily calculated in te_,_ns
• / of the trarisition probabilities that at double

resonance the resonance fluorescence at 90° is

v__ ] reduced by a factor of t.
, . A t-|'24 Gc/,ec For mercury, on the other hand, the isotope

* _ shifts and hyperfine splittinge are comparable to

Spj _ _ _ __ .. m ....... the Zeeman shift of the _m = ± 1 states, _ and we
i1 "_-_ T must rely mainly on the nonisotropic nature of the
" --J 24 Gc/se© resonance radiation. In the least favorable case,

_° _r _q_. on the assumption that all three states are equally

_,,_ illuminated, it is calculated that the resonance11 J!
3PO_ efi_ atflu°rescenCedoubleresonailce.at90" is reduced by a factor of 1/12

! liJ L|newidths
0 H

ultroviolet Several effects determine the linewidth and
intercombinotion shape of the double resonance effect, and have all
line been considered in detail elsewhere. Most fun-

Fxoun 1.--Zeeman effect of the sp_ state of the even damentally, the natural T,ifetime • of the state

isotopeJof sine, cadmium and mercury,showing the gives a Lorentzian line shape with full width ateffect of eecond-orderinteractionwith the other fine
structurelevek of the configuration, half-maximum of gj_,oAH_ffi4v_ = 1/z-_-.l ,_ The

natural linewidths for zinc, cadmium, and mer-
cury calculated from the lifetimes in Table I are

and all of these methods have been put to practical listed in T_ble II.
use. z,z.I If the d magnetic field is strong enough to

To dispense with ultraviolet polarizers, we relied iuduce many transitions during the lifetime r, the
on the latter two effects and used the excprimental resonance will be power broadened. _.6 In practice
geometry shown in Fig. 2. Only lamps containing the rf power is always _ttenuated to the point

where this effect is small, and it will t_]erefore
not be considered further.

Incident Double resonance owes its high resolution to the
Unpolorize d Light fact that Doppler broadening is determined by the

_, / radio rather than the optical frequency. At

microwave frequencies, however, the Doppler line-
/i width ,_d= (_/c) × (8NkT ln2/M) l_, where N is

Scolterad Avogadro's number and M is the molecular weight,
Lieht
- --_L/I ._-"--'_ "-----'-- Table II.

InhomogeneJty of the magnetic field over the

f" ,_,._tHr_,_ scattering sample contributes a linewidth AH_

_H 0 TEal I Cavity that can often be reduced by careful alignment ofthe pole pieces. We found, however, that as our
magnetic field approached 11 400 G, its homo-

Fmm_ 2.--Geometryof the experiment, geneity fell off rapidly due presur_ably to uneven
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TABLII.--Atomic constantsof Zn, Cd, and Hg. X(sPt)and X(IPI),the wavelengthsof the resonancelines of the lowestllting

(rJmp)configuration,and _ and ._,, thefine stru_ure separationsof the triplet terrain,are taken from C. E. Moore.*

Atom • (*Pt) (see) [ r (IPt) (see) X(:Pi) (_) X(tPt) (_) _ (cm-I) 8, (em-I)

t

I
Zn............. 2.00(20)Xl0-i b I 1.38(5)Xl0-* • 3077 2139 388.927 190.082

Cd............ 2.39(4)X10-' d I 1.66(5)X10-' • 3261 2288 1170.866 542.113
Hg............ 1.18X10-T f 0.3-1.6X10-' s 2637 1849 4630.677 1767.220

s. C. E, Moore, Atom/e £nergl/l,¢_dt (U.S. Government Printing Office. 1949-68).
b. See Ref. 19.

e. SeeRef.20.
d. See l_ef. 23.

e. A. Lurio and R. Noviek, Phys. Rev. 134, A608 (1964).
t. See the last paper of Re|. 22.

f. A. C. G. Mitchell and M. W. Zemmmky, R_sanee RadiatioTt and Bzeitld Ato_ (Cambridge Univendt¥ Pnms, Cambridge, 1961), 2nd ed., p. 147

TASLZII.--Theoretiml and observedlinewidthe in miUi- Zeeman Effect
gauss. AHm_is takenas thesum of thenatural,Doppler,
mafneticfidd, and wallcollisionwidths. Interaction with the two neighb,'_ng triplet

levels of the (nsnp) configuration contributes r,

Atom _H, _H_ AH, AH. &H,_ _H_. terra which is of the order of the (Zeeman energy)S/
(fine structure energy) ,- 10-8× (Zeeman energy)

_ to the energy of the mffi +1, 0 states. MoreZn .... 8 29 50 37 124 ....... precisely, from perturbation theory, u
Cd.... 68 18 50 26 162 17_
Hg.... 1295 10 50 15 1370 130(]

W+I ffigj_/ at(_s-gv)s_oSH2 (Is)4_

saturation. We estimate that AH, ffi50 mG over (20 1)_a 5-ram sample. W°ffia_(gs-g')2_°_H_ 3-&_ ' (lb)
Collisions with the w_lls of the scattering cell

effectively shorten the lifetime of the excited state,
and contribute a wall-quenching linewidth A_, W__ffi-gj_H aS(gs-g')s_°tHl (lc)4_
which depends mainly on the size of the cell.
We have made estimates of A_, in Table II on the where _0 is the Bohr magneton, a is the mixing
assumption that A_,,,ffil/sr_,,ffi(3NkT/M)tn/_ra, coefficient which indicates the departure from
where _, is the time for an atom at the tempers- Ruesell-Saunders coupling, and _0 and _ are the

ture of the optimum vapor pressure to travel the magnitude of the fine structure separations. We
radius a of the scattering cell. adopt the convention that g_ is positive. Inter-

Collisions between the scat'_ering atoms will action with the singlet term of the configuration,
broaden the resonance at high vapor densities, and with terms of other configurations, contri-
while multiple scattering of the optical photons butes less than one part in 10' to the energy, and
may actually decrease the linewidth (coherence third-order terms vanish.
narrowing),a.u Both of these effects may be For double resonance at a fixed frequency
avoided by working at low enough temperatures. _,, the field H +, for which m-0--*4-1, is greater

Quenching by atomic or molecular contaminants than H-, for which m = 0-_- 1. To within one
in the scattering cell, on the other hand, may part in 10e we fmd from Eq. (1) that in terms of
contribute a linewidth &_, which cannot be easily the average field tl = (H++H-)/2
estimated in advance, and cannot be reduced once
the cell is made. We shall see that possibly exo g_-h_,/_otl. (2a)
cept for zinc we found no evidence of quenching This t_comes
of this kind. 0.,- g,(_,/_,), (21))
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if the field is measured in ternls of the NMR solid angle. A glass color filter effectively re-
frequency v_ of protons, g_ is defined such that moved all scattered light except the resonance
the proton magnetic dipole-moment operator is radiation.
upfg_01p. For protons in mineral oil we will The microwave cavity was tuned to resonance
take gp--3.041978(3)×10 -s, from the average of with a klystron kept at a frequency of exactly 24
the measurements of g,/gp for protons in mineral Gc/sec, the field being modulated at a low audio
od of Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch, _ and Beringer frequency, typically 37 cps, by small rectangular
and Heald," and the recent measurement of g, coils attached to the pole faces. At resonance,
of Wilkinson and Crane.sl the light scattered at 90° changed in intensity, and

For the separation of the two resonances we the signal from the photomultiplier was displayed
find that on an oscilloscope.

a2(gs-gL)2_oIr]_/4 _._ Field measurements were made with an NMRAH=H+-H -
ffi _ \3-80 o02/ , (3a) magnetometer, whose small mineral-oil probe was

located as close to the scattering cell as possible.

where t0 and _ are in ergs. When the field is The offset correction was mev,sured with a second
measured in terms of the proton frequency, probe and oscillator.

Optics

_(gs-gL)'F;( 4 6_)&v, ffi _ \_-_ , (3b) The cadmium lamp used consisted of a smallquartz cylinder, 1.5 cm " diameter and 2.5 em

where }0and _ are in cm-L long, carefully baked ou_, purged with an rf
discharge in argon and then filled with a small

IlL EXPERIMENT amount of distilled natural cadmium and about 1
torr of spectroscopically pure argon. It was

A schematic illustration of the experiment is identical to the lamps pre_'iously used in this
shown in Fig. 3. Resonance radiation from an rf laboratory for several level crossing and double
lamp was focused with a quartz condensing lens resonance experiments."." It was excited by
onto a small cell containing cadmium or mercury being placed, witho:zt, cooling, in the tank coil of a
vapor. The cell was located within a microwave Hartley oscillator operating in the vicinity of 30
cavity between the poles of a 12-in. electromagnet. Mc/sec. Experience has shown that these lamps
This cavity in the case of cadmium also served as furnish about 1 W (total outp,t over 4_r solid
an oven to control the vapor density in the angle) in the 3261-_ intercombination line.
scattering cell. For mercury an Osram lamp was used that had

Resonance fluorescence of the atomic vapor was the outer jacket removed, and was cooled with a
observed with a photoz_ultiplier at an angle of 90°. gentle air stream to eliminate self-reversal. It too
A light 9ipe allowed the photomultiplier to be was excited with aradiofrequencyoscillatoroperat-
removed from the magnetic field without loss of ing near 30 Mc/sec and was run at the same

Ouel- beorn Nldlq
OtcIIIoleop4 Os:illotor

I_ _1 _ 1_ llomSmn_re

• PrRieioa Klyetren
__pe _ / |_ / Att.nv.to,

PhotomvllIOIklr V I_ /
/_._,, j. _ 12 Irltclromogne!

Scette¢|q Cell" __ \ _ . _
in Cavity-Oven Yea-oxygen FI41me

FIoulgl 8.--_henl_tJo dia41p'smof the experiment.
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current specified by the manufacturer for opera- The waveguide connecting the cavity to the
tion at 60 cps. microwave line was thinned to provide thermal

The scattering cells were designed to have as insulation. The cavity was heated with a omall
_ small an effect as possible on the electrical prop- gas-oxygen flame, the temperature acing mania

erties of the microwave cavity. They were very tore(] by a small copper-constantin thermocouple.
_ thin walled quartz bubbles, 5 mm in diameter, Thermal regulation was provided by a Honeywell

blown at the end of a length of 2 mm outer R7086A thermocouple-activated regulator that
diameter quartz tubing, which, when cut off at a played a stream of cool air against the cavity when

_ length of 5 cm, served as the tail of the cell. the thermocouple voltage exc_ded a preset figure.
i" These cells were baked out at 1000°C for a day or The long tail of the scattering cell passed
_- longer, purged with a Tessla coil for several through an aluminum tuning plunger, and an
_ minutes, and filled with a small quantity of insulating refractory section, and ter,ninated in
,_ d_stilled metal, all under very high vacuum (less the aluminum cylinder shown in the bottom of

than 10-a Torr for the last stage). The light pipe Fig. 4. This cylinder was heated with another
.! used to remove the RCA-1P28 photomu_.tiplier gas-oxygen flame, and its temperature regulated

from the vicinity of the magnet was a glass tube with a separate regulator unit. It was always
aluminized on the ir_side, 1 in. in diameter, and kept at least 40°C cooler tilan the oven, and con-

*_ about 2t ft. long. To pass the 3261-_, line of sequentlydetermined the ca4miumvaporpressure.
cadmium, or the 2537-A line of mercury, and For mercury, ",_: n attempt to gall a higher Q,
exclude other scattered light, a Schott UG-11 or a thin-walled copper cavity was used that was

_ UG-5 colored glass filter was cemented to the kept at room temperature. With a brass tuning
,. end of the light pipe. plunger, a loaded cavity Q of about 8000 was
:_ obtained. The tail of the cell was usually kept
'_ Microwave Cavity and Oven at room temperature, but could also be cooled in
_. The TEoH cylindrical aluminum cavity oven an ice bath.

u*_*,clfor cadmium is shown in Fig. 4. It had an Microwave Measurements
internal diameter of 1.4 ca, a Q of about 4000
when loaded with the cell, and ,_.'ascoupled about The Varian VA-98E kly_tron used in this

'_ 50 percent to the microwave li_.. A hole 6 rr,m experiment is an extremely stable tube that oat.l-
in diameter at the top of the cavity, b_low cutoff lates only over the region from 23.6 to 24.4

..: at 24 Gc/sec, allowed illumination of the scatter- Gc/sec, with an average output of about 30 mW.
ing cell. Small slits in the side of the cavity, also To achieve maximum stability, we used batteries

' below cutoff, allowed the light o_attered at 90° for both the heater and _pciler voltages, and a
.- to be. observed, well-_gulated power supply for the beam voltage.

No electronic stabilization of the tube was em-

_i_. _'EMr°nce A_,rotu,e played. Dvring a run it was kept manually to

__._""_' " _i', "_ithin an audiobeat not of the 24th harmonic of

s_s the 1000 Me/see output of the laboratory's fre-
_ c.. queney standard. This represents a stability of

_ecn,_ev_ about one part i_ l0 s, and is ti_refore quite
adequate for the purpose of this experi"ent.

i,]L._--_,,_n_ 'sunset Field Measurements
RIM

L_ _s _lll",.--_'¢ms_ _,,_,_, The proton p_'obe of the NMR magnetometer

• _ used for field measurements consisted of a small
spherical cavity filled with r.uineraloil drilled in the
center of a teflon spool. 'rho inductance for a

_ trar_istorit_l marginal oscillator was wound on
4 _ the spool which was then placed in a l_ra_s or

Farms 4.--The cavity oven used for cadmium, copper shield. It was located as close as possibh;
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_o the scattering cell (about 4 cm away), and the .ITS G
output signal of the marginal oscillator was dis-
played with the double resonance signal on a dual /\
beam oscilloscope. The NMR frequency, near
48 Mc/sec, was measured with a Hewlett-Packard ( 0 )
direct reading frequency counter whose reference
frequency was taken from the laboratory stand-
ard. The offset correction was measured by

removing the oven, placing a second probe driven
by another identical oscillator at the scattering 3G
cell location, and measuring the beat frequency

(_4 kc/sec) of the two oscillators with the fre- ,_,( _ f_b}_ _ _

quency counter. A pentode mixer gave the dif-
ference frequency without excessive cross coupling
of the two oscillators.

The offset correction was found to depend on
the field history, and a correction was therefore

made after each field measurement. FIGURE5.---Oscilloscopetraces of the doltble resonance
IV. RESULTS signals:(a) is oneof the A mffi+ 1 cadmiumtransitions,

(b) is the sum of these two transitions for mercury,
For cadmium the onset of power broadening split by the second-orderinteractions.

was observed when about 5 mW of microwave

power were incident on the cavity, in rough accord lifetime of this level would produce serious quench-
with our preliminary estimates based on the life- ing of the excited state atoms against the wall of
time of the (5s5p) sPl level, and the electrical the scattering cell. We, in fact, made several

properties of the cavity. With oscilloscope dis- runs using narrow-band phase-sensitive detection
play giving a detector bandwidth of about 1 with time constants as long as 5 see, but failed to
kc/sec we succeeded in obtaining a signal-to- detect either double resonance or fluorescence.
noise ratio of about 30 for both the Am= _+1 Beyond the quenching and broadening mecha-
double resonance transitions [Fig. 5(a)]. The nismslistedinTableII, we are inclined to attribute
observed linewidth (Table II) shows no evidence this to contaminants produced by the high cell
of contamination broadening, temperatures required for zinc.

The shorter lifetime of the (6s6p) aPl level of The magnetic fields at which double resonance
mercury was found to require for maximum signal was observed for cadmium and mercury are listed
strength somewhat higher rf fields than the VA- in Table III. From Eq. (2) we then find for the
98E klystron and aluminum cavity could provide. (Ss5p) apl level of cadmium that
A higher Q copper cavity subsequently used for
mercury just allowed the level of power broaden- gj = 1.499846(13)= 9-154(13)X 10-6,

ing to be reached. The observed resonances in good agreement with the valuesgjm=}-171(9)[Fig. 5(b)] had a signal-to-noise ratio of about 5.
It should be recalled that because of the illumina- X 10-6 and g ns= _._ 157(9) X 10-6 found for the

odd isotopes from level crossings_ and zero-fieldtion of the m = + 1 states the mercury signals are
double resonance 12 (we have here recalculated

expected to bc about 3 times weaker than those of gzm and gjn-, taking {Tp--3.041978 X 10-6).
cadmium. The additional discrepancy in signal
strength can be attributed to the somewhat weaker Likewise, we find for the (6s6p) 3PI level of
output of the mercury lamp. The linewidth was mercury that

in agreement with expectations (Table II). gj ffi1.486094(8) _- 13 906(8) X 10-6.
We had originally hoped to extend our measure-

ments to the (4s4p) sp_ level of the even zinc This is in reasonably good agreement with a recent
isotopes, although we were aware that the long preliminary value of g199__1.486118(16)found by
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Smith, _s who considered both his own level-cross- Taking gL = 1,s° and gs= 2.002319, _7we find that at

ing study of Hg t99, and the results of low-field
double resonance, n It is also in agreement with &g,.,_, lt-Agdiam = -318(40)X 10-e.

the less precise value 1.486350(300) found by Since for mercury the lifetime of the zPl level is

Dodd 2_from double resonance in the even isotopes, poorly known, the sum of the relativistic and

It is in disagreement, however, with the self- diamagnetic corrections cannot be found. In-

consistent values gjz99= 1.486147(10) and gjm stead, however, we may use Eq. (5) neglecting
--1.486156(18) calculated by Kaul in his thesis 9 these corrections to obtain a=0.9849(4) and

from his study of level crossings, and the low-field B= -0.1733(24). We then calculate from Eq.
double resonance results, e.n (3) the splitting of the mercury resonances be to

For cadmium the known lifetimes of the *P_ and &vp= 12.468(8) kc/sec or &H = 2.928(2) G. It is

tP_ levels allow a to be calculated directly from interesting to note that this is lower than the

the relation experimental value by 0.252 kc/sec, nearly the

B_ r(_p_)_s(3p_) same as in the case of cadmium. Since the meas-

a-iffir(_p_)_3(_p_), (4) urement of the splitting AH is not susceptible to
the same systematic errors as the absolute field

and the normalization condition a_+_= 1. Us- measurements, the uncertainties in AH given in

ing the lifetimes and wavelengths of Table I we Table III must be considered quite conservative,
find that a=0.99900(5) and _= -0.0448(11). and this discrepancy may be significant.

The phase convention of Condon and Shortley is V. DISCUSSION
used to determine the sign of B.u From Eq.

(3) the splitting of the resonances is then cal- While an accuracy of about one part in 106 has

culated to be Avp -- 40.245(4) kc/sec, or AH been attained in the field measurements reported
= 9.452(1) G. This is seen from Table III to be in this experiment, for cadmium this represents an

0.255 kc/sec lower than the experimental value, uncertainty of one linewidth, and can certainly be

but just within the experimental uncertainty, improved upon. In retrospect we believe that
Knowing a and B independently from the life- higher precision could have been realized at some-

times, we are in a position to determine the sum of wl=at lower frequencies and fields. Most of our

the relativistic and diamagnetic corrections to uncertainty can be ascribed to the inhomogeneities

gj. Theoretically which crept in as the field approached 11 400 G.
Had we worked at half the present field and

gj----½a_(g_Tgs)W_gLT&g_iTAgdi_. (5) frequency, for example, the field would have been

TABLEIlL--Measured fietd_ for double resonance in cadmium and mercury, in
terms of the NMR frequency of protons in mineral oil, and in G, taking for
I /$f X the gyromagnetie ratio _.25760(_) kc/see-G, a A series of runs were
made for each a_m, care being taken to randomize eystematie errors from
run to run by slightly relocating the cell and probe within the field, reversing
the polarity of the magnet, varying the modulation frequency, changing the
vapor pressure, reassembling the optics, etc. The uncertainties quoted are 3
times the standard deviation of the means of the individual runs.

Atom H + H- AH

_d 48 696.91(66) ke/sec 48 656.40(45) ke/sec 40.50(28) ke/sec
11 437.64(19) G 11 428. 13(15) G 9.51(7) G

Fig 49 133.45(35) kc/sec 49 120.73(38) kc/sec 12.72(26) kc/sec
11 540.17(14) G 11 537.19(14) G 2.99(7) G

a. R. L, Driscoll and P. L. Bender, Phys. Rev. Letters 1,413 (1958).
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considerably more uniform, the scattering cell 13. P. THADDEUSand R. NOVICK, Phys. Rev. 126, 1774

would have been twice as large (and easier to (1962).
14. M. N. McDERMOTTand R. NOVICK, Phys. Rev. 131,

construct and more durable), the Doppler and 707 (1963).
wall collision linewidths halved, and the exit and 15. F. W. BYRON,M. N. McDERMOTT,and R. NOVICK,

entrance apertures increased in area by four. It Phys. Rev. 132, 1181 (1963).

is probable that under these circumstances we 16. P. THADDEUSand M. N. McDERMOTT,Phys. Rev.

would have had sufficient signal strength to ob- 132, 1186 (1963).

serve double resonance in zinc,and that the 17.M. N. McDERMOTT, R. NOVICK, B. W. PERRY, andE.SALOMAN,Phys.Rev.134,B25 (1964).
cadmium resonance could have been measured to 18. V. K. BOCKMAN, H. KROGEn, and E. RECHNAOEL,

a small fraction of its width. Ann. Physik 20, 250 (1957).
19. F. W. BYRON, M. N. McDERMOTT, R. NOVICK, B. W.
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ORIGIN OF DIAMONDS IN THE URI ILITES*
-_-. MICHAEL E. LIPSCHUTZt

Diamondsin two of the three diamantiferousstony meteorites (ureilites)showa pronounced
_. crystallographicorientation.This suggests that the diamonds were produced by shock during
?_ breakup of the meteorite's parent body rather than by high gravitational pressure.

In previous papers (I, 2) on the origin of have been formed during the impact of the ureilites
;_._ meteoritic diamonds (Table 1) I concluded that with the earth. I therefore suggested (1) that the
_! the diamonds in the Canyon Diablo iron were diamonds in these meteorites were formed by some
_' formed by conversion of graphite as a result of preterrestrial shock_probably the one occurring
_ the shock of impact of the meteoroid with the during catastrophic breakup of the ureilites'

..:_: earth. The subsequent finding of coesite and parent body. In this paper I report on an x-ray
_' stishovite (3) in the sandstone around the Canyon study of meteoritic and synthetic diamonds which
_: Diablo crater indicates shock pressures of at least was undertaken to examine this suggestion.

100 kbar. The successful shock-induced conver- The direct conversion of graphite to diamond

;_ sion of graphite to diamond in the laboratory (_,) is not a complex one. It is necessary only to
'_'. also lends strong support to the shock origin of increase the interatomic distance within individual

Canyon Diablo diamonds, carbon planes by 0.12/_ (Fig. 1) and to decrease

._ Diamonds also occur in a rare type of stony
meteorite, the ureilites (5). Tbese meteorites,

@:( "sAC'

_ however, are too small (Table 1) to have hit the _ £ _ C4 _'_
_- earth at speeds much greater than terminal veloc- ._/ L _;_ _,,o,

]_ ity, and this implies that the diamonds could not _ _//_--C) l_'G_'JA#"_ / _I _D_"q_-

, i _£)--qD

"_ti:: phases identified in individual diamonds.

(

% Recovered FIGURe. 1.--Crystal structures of diamond (a) and graphite
Meteorite mass Phases identified (b) [after Taylor (9)].

(kg)
the interplanar spacing (c-axis) by about 1.86/_.

#
_ If a randomly oriented infinite distribution of
_, Dyalpur (_I) ......... 0.26 Diamond, graphite, graphite crystallites is assumed, it should be possi-
,,_: a-iron

ble to determine whether a given diamond aggre-
Goalpara(10)........ 2.7 Diamond, graphite, gate was produced by shock, inasmuch as only

a-iron, trolite, those graphite crystallites with c-axes parallel to
chromite the direction of motion of the shock will be con-

_ verted to diamond (6). The resulting diamonds
_0 Novo Urei (_) ....... 1.9 Diamond, graphite, should exhibit a preferred crystallographic orien-:_ a-iron, clinopy-
)i roxene tation. Diamonds formed by hydrostatic (gravi-
_ tational) compression, on the other hand, will

show no suchstructuresincehydrostaticpressure
z._ *Pubikhedin 8ds_tce,143 (8613): 1431-1434,Mar_h 27, 1964. acts isotropically in a medium. In fact, the

tGoddardSpaceFlight Centerand Phy_ik_limche_In_titut,Univer-
_t_tBcrn, SidlemtrmmeS, Bent, Swituerland. situation may not be quite so simple beca_se of
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complicating effects due to secondary and r_.re- ." " ' .
faction (reflection) waves. Therefore, a preferred _'_ .,'_. ", ,' " . , _,_
orientation should be apparent in at least some _.-...-._-a_., 'r i_
instances of diamonds formed by shock. The

absence of such an orientation, however, cannot _ "
rule out the formation of dis,monds by shock. '_

Specimens from all three ureilites were prepared _ • , "
for x-ray analysis by carefully carving or chipping
them out so as not to affect the possible orienta-

tion of the crystallites within each fragment. The FxeuRz2.--Zirconium-filteredMoKa x-ray pattern of
specimens, each of which weighed less than about nonrotateddiamondgrain from Goalpara(X2). The
0.1 mg, were thenexamined by previouslydescribed graphite [002] plane shows that the graphite is p_ly_
diffraction techniques and equipment (_) to deter- crystallineandrandomlyoriented. The diamond[111],

[220],[311],[400],and {331],on the other hand, shows
mine their composition. Fortunately the other preferred orientation.
phases in the specimens did not possess diffraction
lines which would interfere with those of diamond.

are relatively large; those from Dyalpur are veryAfter verification of the presence of diamond in
much larger than 300 _.

the fragment, the specimen was studied with a
The diffraction pattern of a Goalpara diamond

Unicam model S.25 single crystal goniometer (7). is shown in Fig. 2. The diamond reflections indi=
In this experimental arrangement, a polycrystalline
aggregate would be indicated by uniform ellipses care pronounced preferred orientation whereas the
centered on the x-ray outlet port, while preferred graphite is randomly oriented. Stereographic pro-
orientation would be evidenced by enhancement jections of the diamond [111], [220], and [311]

directions (Fig. 3 a, b, and c) reveal very strikingof segments of these ellipses. Large single crys-
tals would be indicated by single spots, while patterns. The angles listed on each projection

are those which that simple cubic plane makes
deformed single crystals would be evidenced by with its (311) plane while the roman numerals
asterlsm of these spots in directions approximately indicate the multiplicity of these angles (li).perpendicular to the ellipses.

Agreement is quite good and indicates that the
Stationary x-ray photographs were taken every oriented planes in the diamond are probably those

10° with iron-filtered CoKa [for the (111) diamond parallel to (311).
planes] and zirconium-filtered MoKa [for the (220) It is important to note that the preferred ori-
and (311) planes of Goalpara diamond]. The entation of diamond, which is indicative of forma-
angles p and ¢, corresponding to the ends of the tion by an anisotropic process, is present in
preferred orientation zones in each set of normals Goalpara and (as will be demonstrated) also in
to the reflecting planes, were measured (8) and Novo Urei. Natural terrestrial diamonds have

then plotted on a polar stereographic net graduated never been reported to contain preferred orienta-
in 2° increments (9). tion and in an extensive monograph (12) on these

The composition and sizes of the diamonds in structures in terrestrial rocks and minerals there
the ureilites vary. All of the discrete diamond is no mention of this "fabric" in diamond.

grains that I have analyzed are polycrystalline Previous x-ray studies of hydrostatically pro-
aggregates consisting of diamond, randomly ori= duced synthetic diamond (I8) do not indicate
ented polycrystalline graphite, and other phases preferred orientation. The two samples which I
(Table 1). studied do not show such orientation.

The aL-a = doublet of the diamond (331) plane Synthetic diamonds produced by the anisotropic
provides a useful measure of the average crystaUite application of temperature or pressure or both,
size. From the lack of resolution of this doublet that is by flash-heating (I_) or by a 300-kbar
in Goalpara, Zaehariasen (10) has estimated that shock (Fig. 4), have oriented structures. The
the diamonds are about 100 ,_. The diamonds stereographic projections of these data show a
from Dyalpur and Novo Urei on the other hand grouping at about p ffi70° ft. the former and a
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single "node" (compare with Fig. 5) at about 40 ° very polycrystalline and thus do not have detect-
for the latter. Diamonds produced by shock at able orientation. Thus, in accord with theolT,

pressures significantly lower th_n 300 kbar are the only diamonds tl_ exhibit preferred orienta-
tion were produced by some anisotropic process.

_o_ The x-raypatternofadiamond from Novo Urei
(Fig.6) issimilarto thatofa diamond produced

4

• ,f

FIGUR_4._Iron filtered CoKa x-ray pattern of graphite
{a| '_lll|[|l_ _" partly converted to diamond by a 300-kb_r shock.

GOALPARA{111] While the graphite is polycrystalline and randomly
Coga RADIATION. oriented, the diamond shows preferredorientation.

NOVOORE|
[111)Ctd(oRADIATION

FIGURE5._Stereographic projection of Novo Urei dia-
mond t111] directions. Although a pattern is evident,
it is somewhat different in nature from that in Figure 3a.

Ill _ IIOALPARAI3111 " , ' .." ",_

MoKoIIA0iATION .. , _, .,,._.__
FZGUR_.3,---Stereo_phic projections of GoMpara dh- "

mond (a) [111], (b) [220l, and (c) [311]. The theoretical Fluux_ &--X-ray pattern (iron-filtered CoKa) of Novo
anglea shown between each direction and the [311] are Urei diamond. The diamond crystalline orientation is
in agreement with the observed groupings, similar to tha * shown in Figure 4.
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by a 300-kbar shock (Fig. 4). The stereographic tion and recrystallization of the olivine in Goal-
projection of the Novo Urei data (Fig. 5) is differ- para were contemporaneous. The data of Hughes
ent in character from that of Goalpara (Fig. 3a), and McQueen (15) on shocked olivine (dunite)

possibly arising from a different alignment of the indicate that even at the maximum pressure
Novo Urei diamond relative to the x-ray beam or studied (700 kbar), the temperatu-e reached only
from actual differences in their pressure history. 720°. At pressures of 400 kbar, wt:ich is well in

Other phases in these two meteorites can yield the diamond-forming re_ion, the tempt, rature rises
information on the ureilites' pressure-temperature to less than 200°. Thus, Goalpara, which was
history. Olivine grainsfrom Novo Urei (Fig. 7a) shocked more severely than Novo Ul_i, was
still appear to be reasonably good single crystals, probably exposed to pressures considerably in
although fractured to some extent. Goalpara excess of 700 kbar.
olivine, on the other hand, is heavily fractured Diamond from Dyalpur shows no preferred
(Fig. 7b) and in some regions shows signs of orientation. One could suggest that the diamcnds
recrystallization along grain boundaries, indicat- in this meteorite were formed by gravitational
ing excursion into temperatures well above its pressure rather than by shock as in Goalpara and
melting point. Since the only known natural Novo Urei. However, Dyalpur's textural simi-
process that can give rise to significant short-term ]arity to the other two ureilites (particularly to
anisotropic pressure is shock, it appears reasonable Novo Urei (16) would argue against different
that the diamonds in at least , _ese two ureilites modes of diamond formation by Occam's principle
were formed in this manner. It does not seem (.see 17).

too extreme to suppose that the diamond forma- Figure 3 (a, b, and c) shows certain features
which may have bearing on the details of shock

.--, , _._., ,:_..y_[v_,-__ formation of diamond in Goalpara. First, some

4 2 . _._. _.m_. degree of symmetry seems evident in the distribu-

- _*_ _ . _[_ tion of groupings in each set of normals. Second,
_" there are two "nodes" in the [220] that occur at

_, about 20 °. The former effect may be explained
by lattice distortion of the diamond crystallites

•_#_ , while the latter may be due to the presence of
'_ some diamonds formed by rarefaction waves or by

secondary shocks. Another feature which may be
of significance is that there appear to be only a few
groupings at about 51°. These angles occur three
times within the crystal (multiplicity III) and
should be more prominent than the 63° angle

' _f.lr_ - _" which occurs twice (multiplicity II). This effect
._ _ " may only be an apparent one inasmuch as the

_'_ :_-.-7:_ zones in the Goalpara [311] are quite extended and
•'_ _, )' markedly overlap the 51° line. The only other

(:' _ reasonable match for the groupings would be by
k 'i *.' _'_ planes parallel to the (220). Were these the

oriented planes, however, we would not expect
FmvnE Z--Thin sectionof (a) Novo Urei ureilite and (b) the group at about 30° in the [220] or at about 60°Goalpara ureilite (both X 50). In (a), olivine (Ol)

apparently still exists as single crystals although some- in the [111]. It is possible that the observed
what fractured. The clinopyroxene(Py) grains show distribution of axes is due to some combination

cleavages. The opaquematerial is a graphite-diamond- of oriented (110) and (311) planes, although the
kamacite mixture. In (b), the cUnopyroxenegrains are available evidence favors the interpretation of the
still apparently single crystals although some show an
undulatory character under polariy.edlight. Olivine oriented planes being parallel to (311) only.
grains (Ol) are badly shattered and in some locations From an examination of meteoritic and arti-
ste apparently recrystallised, ficially shock-produced diamonds some sugges-
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THE BACKWARD RECURRENCE METHOD FOR COM-
PUTING THE REGULAR BESSEL FUNCTION*

THOMASE.MICHELS

The BackwardRecurrenceMethod (suggested by Dr. J. C. P. Miller) for computing the
regularBesselfunctionis investigat_iforreal, imaginary,,andcomplexarguments. Fromthis, one
canobtainthe functionsJ.(z), In(z),ber.(z),andbei.(z). A sectinnha_alsobeendevotedtoshow
the behaviorof the functionsforall arguments,and graphsarepresentedwhichshow the magni-
tudes of the functionsforall ordersand real argumentsbetween0 and 6000.

INTRODUCTION keep to thisprimarypurpose,not much willbe

Bessel'sEquationisa secondorderdifferentialsaidabout the irregularfunction.In general,
equationwitha singularpointat z= 0 and isof however,theirregularfunctionsbehavejustop-
theform positelytotheregularfunctionintherangewhere

J,(z)decreasesor increasesexponentially,while

ldy ( n*) they behave similarly in the rest of the range. That
d2Y + ¢ 1- = 0
d z---_ -i_ _-_Y " is,ifthemagnitudeofJ,(z)decreasesexponentially,

theirregularfunctionincreases;and when J.(z)
oscillates,theirregularfunctiondoesthesame.

Itstwo independentsolutionsarereferredto as Itshouldbe notedthattherecurrenceformula

the regularand irregularBesselfunctions(see computesasequenceofBesselfunctionsasa rune-
AppendixA). Computationoftheirregularfunc- tionofn,theorder,ratherthantheusualtabula-

tion,Y. (z),isfairlyeasy,sinceone can use a tionswhicharea functionofz. Throughoutthis
straightforwardrecurrencerelationshiponce he

discussion,wherethe orderisreferredtoas n in
hastwo startingvalues(ReferenceI)and obtain J. (z),itshouldbe takentomean any valueofn
good accuracyforalln and z values.However, (integer,halforders,one-thirdorders,etc.),unless
thismethodcannotbe usedtocomputetheregu- otherwisespecified.Also m isalways greater
larfunction,J,(z),due toerroraccumulationin thann,and z(--x+iy)isregardedasa complex
therecurrence.For largeorderand argument, number. Ifjustthe realnumbersarebeingre-
asymptoticformulasprovetobetoocumbersome; ferredto,x willbe u_ed,and fortheimaginaryiy
and incomputercomputationtheyarealsoinac- willbe used.

curate.But a method was devisedby Dr.J.C. Referenceismade from timeto timetosingle
P.Miller(Reference2)wherebyan ingenioususe and doubleprecision.Alltestsweremade on an

oftherecurrencerelationshipyieldsgoodvalues IBM 7090 computerwhichhasa word lengthof
forallordersand argumentswhichfallwithinthe 36 binarybits.Inthefloatingpointmode,single
limitsofany particularcomputer, precisionarithmeticisdonewith9 decimaldigits
Itisthepurposeofthisreporttoexplainthe and doubleprecisionwith18decimaldigits.This

method and theneedforit,aswellasgivedetails isimpliedthroughout.on thebehavioranduseoftherecurrenceformula

and theaccuraciesobtained.(Hopefullyitwill EXPLANATION OF THE METHOD FOR COMPUT-
also give insight into the behavior of the functions ING THE REGULAR BESSELFUNCTION
themselves.) This has been done for the argu- Importance of the Backward Recurrence

ment z real, imaginary, and complex. In order to It is well known that both the regular J. (z) and
•Publbhed in NASA T#dtni,ml ..Vat D 2141, March 1964. the irregular Y. (z), Bessel functions (see Appen-
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dix A) obey the recurrence relationship represent solutions to Bessel's equation, but they
2n are linear combinations of the regular and irregu-

F..l(z) + F_.I (z) = --/- F. (z) . lar solution. Therefore, the error introduced in
recurring for the regular function is actually some

If the recurrence is started with either J0 (z), constant times the irregular function.
Jl (z) or Y0 (z), Y1 (z), in the computer where In using the formula for recurring Bessel func-
there are a fixed number of digits, good accuracy tions, and recurring in the direction of increasing
is obtained from n__z for both functions. This n, the number of digits of accuracy is lost very
accuracy continues for the irregular function since rapidly. This is not even taking into account loss
Y,. (z) increases exponentially for n > z, and the of accuracy due to round off.
number of accurate digits is maintained or in- Let us take an extreme case and look at it this
creased; but for the regular function at this point way: Assume we are in a computer which produces
accuracy is lost very rapidly, since J. (z) decreases 8 significant digits and we are using the recurrence
exponentially for n > z. formula below with a small error in each term on

Actually, throughout the recurrence, by recur- the right, say in the last decimal place. We ask
ring in either direction, we obtain numbers which what the error En+_is in our new term F,+I :

] ,]F.,1(z)+ %+I : "-/-F (z)+ _ - .-1(z)+ __

Let us assume reasonable values---say for the range of n values. We start at some m, with
second .term on the right Fn_l(z)_10-1-and
make the error the best we could have, and there- F.._ (z) : 0 .

fore in the last significant digit, or _._x-10 -s.

Let the magnitude of F.(z) be smaller, say 10-_, F (z) = a .
again with the error being in the last place, or

En_ 10-°. Now we recur to a smaller number where a is any constant, and use the recurrence
F_+t(z), say of the magnitude 10-s. Still, there formula, but in decreasing magnitude in n (where
was an error at 10-s, and therefore G.+_10 -s. we are recurring to larger numbers and therefore
The (n-1) term had 7 accurate digits and two

increasing accuracy) and generate a series of
terms away, at (n+l), the number of accurate functions F,(z), F__l(z),...Fo(z) at some n<m,
digits is i_luced by two and our error is now in by
the sixth significant digit.

A similar argument can be made to show that 2nF_ I(z) = -/-F.(z)- !"., I(z)
when we recur to numbers of increasing magni-
tude, the number of significant digits of accuracy

is actually increased, or at least stays equal to the which are all a constant multiple of the regular
maximum number of digits available in the corn- Bessel function. That is,
puter. Therefore, the use of the foregoing

recurrence formula to compute the regular Besscl F (z) = _j. (z)
functions in the region where they decrease in
magnitude is not acceptable as it stands. Prom

$_mon! of Mothml Since the recurrence formula follows for both
the regular and irregular function, we can say that

MiBer's Jt_ it follows for a linear combination of them also,

A scheme was devised by Miller (Reference 2) or
whereby the recurrence formula couJd be used and _. (.) -- _j. (• ) , /_Y_(z)
accuracy still maintained throughout the whole
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Since Of course, if an expression is known for a par-
ticular J.(z) value, say

F.+1(z) = 0 : _J.+l (z) + I_Y.+! (z) ,

J_ (z) sin z .

we have

Ij ..Y (z)l then a is more easily determined byF. (z) = a . (z)-J.+, (z) Y.*I (z)_J| F_ (z)
a = J. (z)

Therefore at some n<m For z real, the foregoing addition formula proves

y.(,) to be fairly accurate in the determination of a;
J.,l (z) .,_y_-_-) _ o however, for z complex or imaginary, using the

a(idition formula in the comput _'proves to be
inaccurate (see page 1252).

and hence The value of the Bessel function is Gnly as accu-
rate as a, since each term is divided by _; there-

F (z) : aJ. (z) fore the computation of ,_ is extremely critical.

ErrorInfroducedfromAddiffo¢_ _as for Complex
to any desired degree of accuracy. Therefore all or Imog/.wy Argume_
that remains to obtain the regular Bessel function
is to determine a. In looking at the regular Bessel function of

complex or imaginary argument, we observe that
Determinationof a

IJo(z)[ _ o. Jc"
There are a number of ways in which a can be

determined. One method is to use an addition

formula such as the following (Reference 3): and
lira J. (z) = 0 •
rt_m

21_ _ (_ ' 2k)J..,k (Z) Z-V _. k -- 1 ,
k'O

As n increases, J.(x+iy) decreases at an expo-

which, of course, for integral orders or _,=0, nential rate almost immediately for [z[ <10, and
becomes for larger z it takes a few more terms before the

exponential decrease. It is almost a logarithmic

spiraling into the origin of the complex plane.Jo(z) * 2 J2k (*) = 1 , With this in mind, assume we are performing
_'I the addition formula for integral orders. We

want ;o investigate the error that will exist in the
or, for Fs(z)ffiaJk(z), determination of a, .".ssumin_ an error in some

F.(z).

_. In ot)r downward recurrence we have the fol-F 0 (5) + 2 F2k (z) : _ ' lowing:
k'!

The summation can be carried out to k - n and t_°(s) , ( o _ (t"z. (z ) +_2.
( i ) ct 4

net

will give a the particular accuracy desired. Here
n implies the number of the term < m where Assume the error to be in the last digit in all F.(z),
F.(z) -aJofaJ.(z) (see page 1251). which of course is the best we could expect in the
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cumputer. Upon factoring out a, we have z values, of course, A0 must be decreased. Inte-_
gration performed by using the trapezoidal rule on

various Iz [ values (less than 75) and with A0= r/Ct(Z _E) ,

1000 gave accuracy in the seventh and eighth
°" digit.

When using the recurrence formula for I.(y)
and since

J0(z) + 2 j2.(z) = I . G_l(y)- G.._(y) = -_-G.(y)
na|

the summation
we have

eY = Io(y) + 2_ l.(y)
_0 + 2 L E2n = 6 , n= I

n=|

can be used to determine a. This formula is of
where , is nt_tv the error we introduce in corn- course used in the same manner as are the

puting the rmmber 1. F=(z) functions. That is,
Since the errors decrease at an exponential rate

as n increases, G ,_(y; = 0 ,

which says the error we introduce in computing and, at the same n,
the digit 1 is of the order of the e_or in Jo(z).
Therefore a will be in error by this factor. It can G. (y) : _I, (y)

_.n that if Jo(z) had five figure accuracy and
was of the order of magnitude 10T,the sumrnatmn

to any desired degree of accuracy, and
would actually become meaninfless.

Thus, to determin_ a one of the Bessel function

values must be computed. This can be done by _',
an asymptotic formula which simplifies for Jo(z), _e' = % (y) �_G (y).
or the following integral relationship can be used: ""

No tests were made with this recurrence formula.

Jn(z) : _ cos(nS-zsin0)d8 . DeterminatlonofnversusmVa|ucs

W_ cannot give a definite v_ue to the number
or of terms necessary in the recurrence to obtain _,,_

t I" values for J.(z). It depends, of eomde, on z as
Jo(Z) : _" Jo cos (z sin O_cl8 well as the value given t&_a in F-(s) - a, an0alm

upon the particular _.ccuracy desired.
The following emoirical formulas will gi _e

Integration of the expression for Je(s) by the values for m thieh generate s sequence J0(z),...,
trapemidal rule generally yields sufficient acett. J,(z), where J,(z) is of the magnitude 10-", that
racy, especially for large • values for which the have the accuracies described :-, a lair ee_tioq.
dopes of the functions become large. For larger This is aa_uming computation is done ir_ aingle

!
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precisionand a= 10-_°.

m = 5.0 [z[ + i5 for 0.1 _< [zl < 10 ; (1)

m : 1.48 Izl + 48 for 10 _ Izl < 150 ; (2)

m : 1.05 ]zl + 112 for 150S tzl _ 6000 • (3)

I
1_ is felt that Equation 3 can be extended indefi- Details on Accuracy I
nitely for all values of z__150; however, tests did
not go beyond the rangegiven, z Real

For all values of z and n the following general It has been said that accuracy is gained in the
rule can be employed: For single preci_on accu- downward recurrenceuntil the point where oscil-
racy, a safe m vs n is obtained when the following lations begin to occur. If the correct n vs m has
condition ie met: been used for a particularx, then at this n value

j, (z) F_(x) =_J_(x) to any desired degree of accuracy.
J_(z----)< l°-S From here down to J0(x), accuracy loss is due

only to roundoffand truncation in the computer.
Table 1 gives various n vs m values for real But, in this region, the functions oscillate usually

argumentsin the rangefrom 0.01 to 6000. between +0.3 and the number of accurate digits

Table 1

The integral order n of the regular Bessel function having a particular magnitude in the range where n > x
is given for various x values, and the recurrence term m which will yield eight place accuracy for all orders
from zero to n. Also tabulated is the value of mwhich yields overflow in the computer for the downward
recurrence atFo(x ). These values were obtained using double precision with F(x) = 10-2°.

Magnitude of J,(x), where n > x, for particular orders n and recurrence terms m

I m value
Argument

x 10- 2 10"a 10-16 10- _4 10- _2 yielding

1 I overflow

m n I m n m n r m n mI i
E

•01 4 4 6 6 8 9 t 11 11 13 19
.05 5 5 7 8 10 11 I 13 14 16 22
.10 5 5 7 9 i1 12 14 16 18 26
•50 7 8 11 13 15 17 19 : 21 23 34
2.0 12 12 16 19 22 25 28 30 33 47
5.0 13 18 23 26 30 34 38 40 43 60
8.0 16 22 28 32 37 41 45 !48 51 70
12.0 20 28 34 39 44 48 ! 53 [ 57 61 81
20.0 29 39 46 51 57 62 67 _ 72 76 100

40.0 55 63 72 79 86 92 198 1104 109 138
100.0 119 130 143 152 163 170 . 179 I 186 193 229
300.0 321 334 361 374 389 398 411 i420 431 485
500.0 530 555 583 587 604 615 631 [ 642 655 715
1000. 1047 1063 1088 1107 1128 1145 1164 ] 177 1192 1270
2000. 2055 2080 2115 2135 2165 2185 2210 2225 2245 2340
3000. 3065 3090 3127 3154 3208 3208 3235 3255 3277_ 3385
4000. 4070 4095 4140 4170 4205 4230 4260 4280 430_ _ 4425 ,_
6000. 6080 6110 5160 6195 6235 6260 6295 6320 6350 6485

:: r_ I
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becomes more or less as the recurrence goes from For argument (x+iy) where [y/x I is small,
larger to smaller numbers. Therefore, accuracy approximately, less than 9.1) the function be-
loss due to round off is not quite as bad as it might haves similarly to the real function in that the
seem. In fact, when recurring for x= 6000, and magnitudes oscillate and then continually de-
m = 6400, the error only crept over to the fifth crease when n becomes greater than z. In gen-
significant digit; this was using single precision eral the accuracies should behave similarly to the
in the computer, accuracies of the real function.

Particular values were checked in already exist- Details on Use of the Recurrence
ing tables (References 3, 4) for 0.05<x< 100 and Choosingthe Value for a
0<n < 100. Values having greater x and n were
checked against values obtained using the recur- When using the above method for computing
rence in double precision. The accuracies ob- the regular Bessel function, the value we give to
tained were the following: a is completely arbitrary. In other words the

method "works" for any value of a. However,
Argument Accuracy as a general rule, we should use as small a value,

within a few figures in magnitude, as is practical for the computer.
This enables us to start out farther in the down-

0.05 < x_<30 in the 8th digit ward recurrence or use a larger m value and there-

30 <x_< 100 at least 7 digits by obtaining higher order Bessel functions--and,
of course, with less chance of overflow in recurring

100 < x _<1000 at least 5 digits to numbers which are too large for the particular

1000 < x_<6000 at least 4 digits computer.
Consider a sequence of functions, say for real z,

These a"+curacies are the worst obtained over the

whole range of orders out to where Jn(x) _ 10-88. J0 (x), Jl (x)" -.Jn(x), Jn,l (x) .

Using double precision, of course, would give
approximately eight more digits of accuracy for The magnitudes of the functions may vary fromapproximately 0.1 for J0(x) down to say 10-aS for
all arguments tabulated. It seemed unnecessary J,(x). That is, the values cover a range equal
to check the recurrence for real arguments greater to approximately 1038. Since the same range
than 6000, in view of their sparse usage, would be covered in our downward recurrence,

The accuracy stated above is obtained only the magnitude of F0(x) depends completely on the
if a in value of a at any particular m. If a = 10 -_, then

F. (x) -- _J. (x) F0(x) would be 38 orders of magnitude away or
1026, and so on. Therefore, to compute larger

is computed to at least the number of digits order Bessel functions, a smaller value for
stated. Of course, if a is only good to a few digits
then the Bessel function can be no better. F (x) = . ,

z Complex or Imaginary should be used. It should be noted that the
value given to a will not increase or decrease

In the downward recurrence for imaginary and accuracy.
complex argument (x+iy), where ly/xJ is not
small, the magnitudes of the numbers increase z Real :

over the whole range of n values. Therefore, As has been stated, J0(x) d_s not become
accuracy is gained or maintained over the whole greater than 1 for all x, and
range. These functions were checked in tables
of Thomson functions for ber(x) and bei(x) and llmJ. (x) = 0 ,11-'40

in formulas for Jm(z), Js/2(z), J6n(z). These all

proved to be accurate to seven digits for various the values oscillate usually between + 0.3 until
JzJ wlues ranging from .05 to 100. n becomes greater than x, then they stay positive

i,
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and begin to decrease at exponential rate to zero z Complex

at n ffi _o. The recurrence must start beyond this In contrast to the function of real argument,
point for the method to succeed.

As a general rdle, for all x, recurrence can begin [Jo (z)l . o. 1e' ,
at an m value for a particular order n where

but still

F.(x) J.(x)
V (x) - J.(x)< 10-s' t_J.(x) = ¢ ,

and the magnitudeof thecomplexfunctionde-
and stillobtaineightfigureaccuracyforJ=(x). creasescontinually,slowlyatfirstforlow orders

Table 2

Values obtainedfor J.(10)from the forward recurrence indoubleand
_Ingleprecisionand the backward recurrenceindoubleprecision.

J. (I0)

n Forward Recurrence Forward Recurrence Backward Recurrence
Single Precision Double Precision Double Precision

0 -0.24593576E-00 -0.24593576E-00 -0.24593576E-00
1 0.43472745E-01 0.43472745E-01 0.43472745E-01
2 0.25463031E-00 0.25463031E-00 0.25463031E-00
3 0.58379377E-01 0.58379379E-01 0.583793"9E-01
4 -0.21960268E-00 -0.21960268E-00 -0.21960268E-00
5 -0.23406152E-00 -0.23406152E-00 -0.23406152E-00
6 -0.14458837E-01 -0.14458842E-01 -0.14458842E-01
7 0.21671092E-00 I 0.21671092E-00 0.21671092E-00
8 0.31785411E-00 0.31785412E-00 0.31785412E-00
9 0.29185566 E- 00 0.29185568E - 00 0.29185568E - 00

10 0.20748607 E-00 0.20748610E-00 0.20748610E - 00
11 0.12311649E-00 0.12311652E-00 0.12311652E-00
12 0.63370191E-01 0.63370255E-01 0.63370255E-01
13 0.28971968E-01 0.28972083E-01 0.28972083E-01
14 0.11956926E-01 0.11957163E-01 0.11957163E-01
15 0.45074252E-02 0.45079730E-02 0.45079730E-02
16 0.15653493E-02 0.15667561E-02 0.15667561E-02
] 7 0.50169241E-03 0.50564667E-03 0.50564667E-03
18 0.14040489E-03 0.15244248E-03 0.15244248E-03
19 0.37652134E-05 0.43146276E-04 0.43146277E-04
20 -0.12609708E-03 0.11513367E-04 0.11513369E-04
21 -0.50815354E-03 0.29071915E-05 0.2_,071994E-05
22 -0.20081478E-02 0.69683732E-06 0.69686851E-06
23 -0.83276965E-02 0.15889271E-06 0.15902198E-06
24 -0.36299255E-01 0.34069179E-07 0.34632629E-07
25 -0.16590872E-00 0.46393399E-08 0.72146349E-08
26 -0.79324437E-00 -0.10872479E-07 0.14405452E-08
27 -0.39589619E 01 -0.61176230E-07 0.2762005_.E-09
28 -0.20585150E 02 -0.31947916E-06 0.50937552E-10
29 -0.11131787E 03 -0.17279071E-05 0.904_7669E-11
30 -0.62505851E 03 -0._,7023820E-05 0.15510961E-11
31 -0,36390331E 04 -0.56486385E-04 0.25680948E-12
32 -0.21936946E 05 -0.34051320E-03 0.41122714E-r3
33 -0.13675742E 06 -0.21227981E-02 0.63758926E-14
34 -0.88066203E 06 -0.13669954E-01 0.95817661E-]5
35 -0.58517443E 07 -0.90832891E-01 0.13970838E-15
36 -0.40081548E 08 -0.62216029E 00 0.19782068E-16
37 , -0.28273539E 09 -0.43887211E 01 0.27225057E-17
38 -0.20521604E 10 -0.31854376E 02 0.36447453E-18
39 -0.15313683E 11 -0.237704_4E 03 0.47500695E-19
40 -0.11739457E 12 -0.18222410E 04 0.60308953E-20
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:_ until, approximately when n becomes greater magnitude for all real z and n for 0<x_6000.
!! than x/2, they decrease at an exponential rate. These can be extended to larger x, since the lines
,_ The role that x plays will be discussed in a later are fairly linear.

_ section. Therefore the downward recurrence It n be seen from a plot of J,(x) vs. n (Figure
_ can begin anywhere in the range of n values as 1) that the functions oscillate between ± 1, with

long as the condition

._; F,. (z) +I

"," F (z) < lO-S '7,

, \
._ is met to give eight figure accuracy in J,(z). J, (x) o _/ _ \n = x

z Imaginary

The function of imaginary argument behaves -1 n--_
:. similarly to the function of complex argument in
_/ that they continually decrease in magnitude and, FI(:;URE1.--Plot of J°(x) vs. n, n continuous.
i; approximately at z/2, they decrease exponentially.

For integral orders, the functions oscillate be- the oscillations dampening in the range 0<n<x.
tween being pure real and pure imaginary; but for Then for n >_x the values stay positive and begin

orders that are not integral, J,(iy) possess both to decrease very rapidly (here is where forward
real and imaginary parts. The integral orders are recurrence begins to fail), until at n = _, J.(x) = 0.

i usually multiplied by e-in _r/2 to give the real This is true for all values of x with the exception
_* function, I.(y), which is widely used. That is, J,(0) =0, and J0(0)= 1. Let us now consider the

function more closely.
_- -inw/2

:_ I. (y) : e J. (iy) • For 5<x<n, J.(x) oscillates between ±0.3 and
_" for 0 <x_< 5, n_<3, J.(x) oscillates between + 0.2
_. More will be discussed on the function I,(y) in and for all n, Jn(n)<_" 1. It can be seen that

the next section. An example of the method wil'. dampening of the oscillations takes longer for
; be found in Table 2, which gives J.(10) by the larger x, since it takes more terms for n to become
i forward recurrence technique in both single and similar to x.

_ double precision, and by the backward recurrence On the other hand, it can be seen from a plot
_: technique in double precision, of J.(x) vs. x (Figure 2) that the functions start

_; NUMERICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE REGULAR
BESSELFUNCTION +1

nl

( In seeking to present a complete picture of the _'_ )2
: regular solutions to Bessel's equation
_: Jn(x) 0

_ Y" + T + - y = 0

-I

it seemed that a better understanding of the solu-
Fmuar. 2.--Plot of J_(x) vs. x, n_<nt.tions was brought about when first they were

observed as functions of n, and then as functions
: z. Then they could be brought together and a at x=0, (except that J0(0)=l) and increase very
.., better picture could be visualized for all n and z. slowly; the larger the n value the slower it in-

• Real creases, staying positive and never exceeding 0.1
until n _x. At this point they continue to in-

Two-dimensional graphs have been drawn crease, but as x increases oscillations begin. For
:!_ (Appendix B) showing various lines of constant n>3 and all x, the oscillations are between ±0.3.
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'_ " ' '"":_"_,4-!_"|:_:H _".--i-4'_ - _ :'!-4_.....,'t. J'...._ "_L,' haps the best approach is seti i I ' ' i
:'dJi .'4-' I I . , : :'] J I ' : '_".i-.tLt.4._ 1- L._L_.... .

_ .......,...,:..,-r._, , ., , : ,
_:t_ _t'u ._,-_..i:-_.! : . ,.., J"(_+_y) : " +_"

_i _;b[!_Jg¢ ["-_' 1.. t. z:: ' ' and plot the functions in both planes.
L.,,.".'-.'-*.'.."".4._+_4-r--....... In Figure 5, the spirel is started at J0(x+iy),t_i.li!--t-,,i ,:,,_ , ' ,

-r"

i:] [.__-;;,,1,_.._.[__.._._.,i-:i.-._ : _ . , .

i; t-,ff-I-¢"_._--'-i". " T_i', ' - and as n increases the function spirals into the-:i/'_f"_r j'l _!_ I , '
* .t-_A:_;',_-i_ ;.-. iv

},! _ i i;F:t¢I-il _ :

FmUR_&--Detailed plot of Jo(x)and_J_(x)vs.
x,O_<x_<20.

Figure 3 shows a detailed plot of Jo(x) and J_(x) /

versus x. - | u

\z Complex

The magnitude of the function for complex

argument z--x-Fiy begins at

IJo(X+_y)l _e 0.1eY

for any z and, where ly/xl is not small (see page
9) FmuR_.5.--Projectionof J_(x-l-iy)on the u, iv planeas a

Iim_, (x + iy) = 0 . functionof n, n continuous.

n
The functions continually decrease in magnitude
as n becomes'larger and, at approximately where

n > iz I/2, they decrease at an exponential rate.
If we plot the modulus of Jn(Z) VS. n, we get

the exponential curve shown in Figure 4. The

o o- I
FmuR_.,l.--Plot of IJ_(x-t-iy)t v_. n.

effect of x in the argument is that for larger x, the
gradient of the slope becomes less.

In considering a picture of the function of corn- , _ &--Plot of J_(x+iy) in the x, iy, n apace_ "
plex argument, it seems that the easiest and per- functionof n, n oontinuoul.
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origin as a limit. Figure 6 is again a plot of

_ J,(x+iy) as a function of n but now it is the :.. ......... :-::.-.i......... •.......
: three dimensional picture in x, iy, and n. , : , ........I... , .............

• '".... r" i "-_" -.'_"" . ..... _ ' 2"" '"• . -- r p --'-:," " : ....

• . , ; :.._ :: ....... :. i. • ! • : : •

If the spiral is moved around in the x, iy plane, ' '" ' _,..
' " _". ',_' , : .. ....i! _."

• • ,., .... r .... I." .... " =': ; "'"

,.. the base of the spiral becomes larger as y increases, ,... : " rf --_--:-; -.' ' :"_'" " '_:::'":":and becomes more spread out or flatter as x in- . u: . _ : _ _ • , ....... ....... .....
• .._ • , :i i . .j . ;......,....y..!fl,,• creases. If movement was directed along one of -, ..-,- ._-i ,._.,.......,. , .' ... _ . .: , .,,._ .......r • i ....

the 45 degree lines, the slope and the width would :. I i., . .... _. • '.,-I, : • •
. _; _ .]....... L....- ---L._ -.df-_- . "' ., ,-----,fr-,. -_--. f. •: : /..-.P. : i . • • .: i i . i" = : •

, change at approximately the same rate. It :.. -..'.,:_:-....,...1.1.,.:. _ ............. "-- • . :..-.--i._-i--_ .....=-i-,-.-.J.-.-}-,.-
; " " " ......' "" ."_." "4_'-'.'--""."i ":.... !

should be noted that for movement along the 45 ............... 4_-.: .............. : .......• ,: , - ,I ...... , , : :

"_ degree lines the plot would be of the Thomson ' ' ' : ' !".'" ! _ ' :

" Functions bet (z) bei (z) ' _ '_" .............., Itl _ n •

•. The direction of the spiraling is not significant,
• for it changes direction as the argument of z FIGURE&--Detailed plot oftheprojection of J.(15+6.01)

on the u,iv plane vs. n.
' changes. The functions of arguments (x+iy)

and (x-iy) would spiral into the origin in

opposite directions, z Imaginary

: If a three dimensional plot is made of J.(x+iy) The regular Bessel function of imaginary argu-
in the x, iy plane, contour lines of constant mag- ment J,(iy) behaves similarly to the function of

" nitude would give the effect of a crater (Reference complex argument. IJ0(iy) Ois of the order of

5, page 127). magnitude 0.1ey with

For argument (x+iy) where [y/x[ is small, lira .T, (iy) : 0 .
the modulus of J,(x+iy) oscillates until n be- "-_

comes greater than z and at this point, it stays in
the first quadrant of the u, iv plane, continually and the function spirals in toward the origin of

the u, iv plane• The figures for imaginary argu-decreasing to the origin at n = _.
ment woald be similar to the complex argument
with the integral orders lying on the axis and half

i i : : _ : orders displaced by an angle _r/4, etc. In the u,

......,! ! ": : " "[ : "..... ' " iv plane they would appear as in Figure 9. Here

.... !" , . ,_ _ again the direc,_ion of the spiral is determined by

......... ' . the argument ol _-, or -t-_r/2. These functions

..... iv

: : w ' • i , [
':-=-T: ' ": ' :..... : ' J1

,,- ,..... ..i. " ; u

,, ,,: ....... v'[::,: '. 7 'i ., Jo
",'-_,'""":................"" ", '. r-:",_',,'""........_ .... ";',.,I:.-....' .'"":'P',,;;.':H':':": : • i ; , " •

,.,:.:! .-i......I....i.........' .....: .....

Fmvn 7.--Detailed plot of the projection of J.(10+ilO)

on t_,e u,iv plane as a function of n. Fmvu g.--I'rojection of J,(iy) on the u,iv plane.

|
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are really solutions of the equation The magnitude graphs (Appendix B, Figures
B2, B3, B4) am significant in that they give an

1 y' \L/"+ n2_) = 0 overall picture of the functions varying in bothY" �-i- _ y ' the order and the argument. This could be use-
ful in many computations, e.g., an integral of

which occurs frequently in problems of mathe_ the type
matical physics; however, it is usually desirable r_

to express the solutions in real form. ^ -- J. J, (x)dx .
The solutions J.(iy), Y°(iy) are not always real,

as was shown for the regular function; however
Insight might be obtained as to the range of x

the function e-_"'/_J,(iy) is always real and is a
that would add to the value of the integral and so

solution of the equation. In effect the imaginary
values are rotated thin an angle of _r/2. These on. REFERENCES
functions are the I,(y) functions and are defined
by '_.GOW.VST_IN, M., and TIIALZ_, R. M., "RecurrenceTechniquesfor the Calculationof BesselFunction,"

in(y ) = e-in_/2 jn(iy ) ; Math. Tables& Aids to Cornput.13:102-108,1959.
2. British Associationfor the Advancementof Science,

"Bessel Functions.pt. II. Functionsof Positive In-
they obey the recurrence formul_ : ger Order,"Vol. X of seriesMathematicalTables,

Cambri_;ge.England:The University Press, 1931-
2n 4_.

In'l(Y) - In �8_ In(Y) 3. WATsOn,l_. N., "A T_'catiseon the Theoryof Bessel
Functions," 2nd. ed., Cambridge, England: The

the use of which was discussed in a previous University Press, 1944.
section. 4. Mathematical Tables Project, National Bureau of

Standards, "Tables of Spherical Bessel Functions,"

CONCLUDING REMARKS 2 Vols., l_ew York: Columbia University Press, 1947.
5. JAHNK_.,E., anCEMv_.,F., "Tablesof Functionswith

It has been shown that the backwa.d recur- Formulaeand Curves," 4tb ed., New York: Dover

rence is an accurate and especially easy method Publications, !945.
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Appendix A

SOLUTIONSOF BESSEL'$DIFFERENTIALEQUATION

If - is any real constant, Bessel's equation of The two solutions are also referred to as Bessel
order a is functions of the first and second kind respectively.

If the argument x is purely imaginary, the solu-

ly, (, y_) tion is referred to as
y, _. + - y = O.

I= (x) and K. (x) .

This is a linear differential equation of second
order, and therefore has two and only two inde- I.(x) is analogous to the regular Bessel function
pendent solutions. If these two solutions are and K=(x)to the irregular Bessel function.
yl(x) and y2(x), then there cannot exist two non- H,, "), (x) and H_,(2),(x) are known as Bessel func-
zero constants cl and c2 such that tions of the third kind, or first and second Hankel

Functions respectively. They are defined as

cty1(x) + c2y2(x) = 0 .
x_)(x) : J_(x) + ty=(x) , (AI)

That istosaythatany othersolution,sayys(x),
is a linear combination of the two independent H=(2)(x) -- J_ (x) - i Y_(x) . (A2)
solutions, or

These are obtained from

Ys(X) = ctyl(x)+ c2y2(x) .

F=(x) = AJ= (x) + BY=(x)

Note that Bessel's equation has a singular point
at x--0, but a solution can be obtained by the with A ffiI and B = + i. If we add and subtract
method of Frobenius. That is, assume a solution Equations A1 and A2, we arrive at other identities

of the type which are sometimes useful:

' (H=(',(x) �H.(',(x))y = C,.xk*= J. (x) = _ ,
k=O

-i(.=<')<x)-.=(',<x)).Y=(x) =

and it turns out th_ ae two solution types are

completely dep m:!ent upon a. They are referred For complex argument Pnx, one obtains the
to by order a and mg_mevt x. If a is an integer, Thomson function ber.(x), bei.(x) :
the two independent solutions are J.(x) and
Y.(x), a- integer. If a is not an integer the two
solutions are J.(x) and J_(x), a_integer. If a J. (i3/:x) : ber. (x) + i bet. (x) .

is half an odd integer they are usually referred to
as the plus and minus half orders. J.(x) is the If a-O the subscripts are usually omitted. Listed
regular solution; and J_(x), a not an integer, and below are the two general types of differential
Y.(x), a-integer, are the irregular solutions, equations and their associated functions as
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solutions:

y +_ + k2y = 0

= AHoO)(kx ) + l_lo(2)(kx)l

Ii:1 y, 2 _;y + _" + - y = 0 = AJ_(kx) + BJ_a(kx )

= AH (l)(kx) + EHa(2)(kx )

' { }y" +_- y' - kay = 0 y = AI o(kx) + BXo(kx) ;

y" �_-y'- 2 _ y = 0

y = AIa (kx) + BI a(kx)

1966028656-1315
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Appendix B

THE MAGNITUDE GRAPHS

The Magnitude graphs are plots of constant values either plus or minus would fall betw_n
J,(x) in the x, n plane. The plot of J_(x) is con- two zeros and the magnitude of the function would

_ tinuous in this plane both as a function of n al_d decrease as we go toward the zero. All lines be-
; as a function of x. It is a rolling surface and low the 10-2 line represent the approximate n and

slopes down into the surface of the graph as x x value for the zeros of the Bessel function with
'i an(, n become larger. Between the zeros, lines of the sign of the function indicated between the zeros.

constant magnitude can be drawn, of which In looking at the magnitude graphs that follow,
there would be two of the same value that con- pick a particular case, say J,(x) varying in n for
nect at some larger x and n value; however, it was x-- 40; it can be seen that J0(40) is positive and
felt these would be superfluous here and they were there are six oscillations before the functions stay
left out. Since the surface is continuous, peak positive. It can be seen that

I - 0.3_< J.(x) 5_ 0.3 , 0 < n < 46 ,' 0 < j.(x) < tO-2 , n > 46 ,

< lO-te , n > 79 .

'B o < J.(x) _

and so on. A graph of J,(40) versus n would and oscillations do not begin until x is approxi-appear as in Figure B1. mately 55. It can be seen that

+'31/- % 10 -2 10 -16 10 -32 Jso (x) < 10 -_2 , 0 _< x < 8.8 ,

J J.(40) 0 _ 46 79 104 10"32 " Jso(X) < 10"2 , 8.8 _<x <_44 ,
--.3 n--D.

_1 - 0.3 < Jso(X) < 0.3 x • 44
FIoTmr. B1.--Plot of J.(40) vs. n. - -

On the other hand, looking at J.(x) varying in x, Therefore, an idea of how the function be-!
• say for n--50, the function increases from 0 to haves can be obtained for any order or argument

10-**for x ranging from 0 to approximately 8.8, within the limits of the graph.

1_7
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